
Fahdholds
talks with

Schmidt
BONN, Oct. 28 (Agencies) — Crown

Prince Fahd and Chancellor Helmut Schmidt
held talks here Wednesday evening on bilat-

eral relations. Middle East peace and other
issues.

Prince Fahd stopped off in Bonn on his way
from the North-South summit in Cancun
Mexico, where German Foreign Minister
Hans- Dietrich Genscher passed on Schmidt's MEETING: Crown Prince Fahd and West
invitation. German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt in

Middle East peace was discussed and Bonn Bonn before they started fifae Wednesday,
has welcomed the Saudi Arabian eight-point
peace plan as a positive contribution to the ?

n anPs saies to certain parts of the world

Middle East dialogue. Genscher said the including the Middle East,

plan, coupled with last year’s European Prince Fahd was accompanied by Foreign

Economic Community Middle East declare- Minister Prince Saud, Finance and National

tion made in Venice, offered real possibilities Economy Minister Sheikh Muhammad Aba
for a solution to the conflict. During A1 Khail, and the Saudi Arabian Charge in

Schmidt's visit to the Kingdom earlier this Bonn Sheikh Yusuf Mutabagani. After the

year the Kingdom's government expressed ta^)cs Schmidt gave a lunch party in honor of

interest in acquiring certain types of Ger- .
*nd the delegation,

man arms including the Leopard-2 tanks and Prince Fahd and his delegation left later on

other systems. Schmidt said then that Ger- f°r Geneva. He was.seen off by Schmidt and

many was still observing a ten-year old ban other German officials.

Talks open today

OPEC states foresee accord

SIXTEEN PAGES— TWO RIYALS

GENEVA. Oct. 28 (R) — Several OPEC
oil ministers said Wednesday they are

optimistic that a meeting Thursday win sec-

ure a unified oil price on the basis of S34 a
barret

But after two abortive meetings earlier this

year, delegates said privately it was not a
foregone conclusion that the 13 members of

OPEC (the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries) would end their

wrangle over what to charge. Ministers are

Syrians hold

off course

French 747
PARIS, Oct. 28 (R) — Syrian fighter

planes Wednesday forced a crowded Air

France Boeing 747 airliner to land in Damas-

cus after it strayed over restricted airspace, an

Air France spokesman said. But he said

Syrian authorities later agreed that the plane,

with nearly 300 people aboard, could leave

Damascus after taking on fuel.

“We think it’s over," the spokesman said.

“The Air France pilot told us the Syrians

forced him to land after he accidently crossed

restricted space. They* ve told him he can con-

tinue after taking on fuel." The plane was

later allowed to resume its journey after the

pilot apologized for his mistake.

Sources at Damascus airport said the plane

had taken off to continue its flight from Paris

to Karachi.

“The (Syrian escort) pilots talked to the

Boeing captain who said he made a mistake

because of a technical failure in his guidance

apparatus," the source said. He added that

the plane was checked out after it landed in

the Syrian capital and the pilot* s story about

an equipment malfunction was revealed to

be true.'

refusing to make public details of the deal

they are trying to reach under pressure from a

world glut.
_

Delegates' say it looks like a package to

include a price rise of $2 by Saudi Arabia, by
far the biggest exporter, to a newOPEC ben-

chmark orbase of S34 a barrel. A new ceiling

for high grades would be set, possibly S37.A
majority which set prices higher than Saudi

Arabia when the market was tight in 1 979
would have to trim by one to three dollars, an
unprecedented OPEC climbdown.

Saudi Arabia striving to reassert a moder-

ate role inOPEC, have been refusing tomake
major cuts in its output of S32 a barrel oil

pendmg an OPEC realignment on their

tenns. As a buyer revolt has spread against

militants asking up to $40, such a deal has

crept closer.

“The way is paved to reach the target—

a

unified price structure and to organize our

production. One is linked with the other."

said Oil Minister Tayeh Abdul-Karim of

Iraq. Venzuela’s Humberto Calderon Beni

told reporters: “I am optimistic. There is a

much better chance than last time."

At the last meeting in August, Iraq and
Venezuela were the countries that held out

against cutting their official prices from $36
to $34. Iraq has since made a unilateral two-

dollar cut.

Calderon disclosed that this meeting has been

called by Oil Minister Sheikh Ah Khalifa

Al-Sabah of Kuwait who has led frantic

mediation efforts sirice August. He met sec-

retly in London last month with the Libyan

minister, whose country has been a tradi-

tional OPEC pricing “hawk."

Delegates said there could still be a prob-

lem fixing a price ceiling for the top-quality

grades of Libya and Algeria. They would ide-

ally like a $4 differential for a $38 ceiling over

anew floor of $34 . While they might settle for

$37, Nigeria, which exports similar oils, has

been discounting so heavily to lure reluctant

buyers that it is now operating a differential

of only $2.50.
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AWACS
WASHINGTON, Oct. 28 ,

(Agencies) —
— The Senate Wednesday approved by a
52-48 vote the sale of advanced U.S. radar

planes to Saudi Arabia, handing President

Reagan his first major foreign policy victory

in Congress.

Eight months of controversy over the sale

which Israel views as a threat to its security,

ended after a day of dramatic last-minute

switches by previous opponents to give

Reagan his triumph.
The House of Representatives voted

overwhelmingly against the $8 .5 billion deal

two weeks ago, but the sale could have been
blocked only if the Senate also rejected it.

President Reagan's victory was acclaimed

by Republican Senators shortly after the final

derision was announced, while Democratic
opponents of the sale were very distressed.A
White House spokesman told the Washing-
ton Bureau of Arab News that the derision

was a definite turning point for Reagan in

which he proved that he was running the

United States and that the country’s national

interests could prevail over external ones.

The victory was seen as an indication of

Reagan' s strength in foreign policy areas and
strong support for peece within the Middle

East.

Reagan had lobbied hard for a week to win
the Senate vote which killed a resolution to

reject the sale.

What clinched the vote for the administra-

tion were the switches offour declared oppo-

nents — Republicans Slade Gorton, Mark
Andrews and William Cohen, and Democrat
Edward Zorinsky.

A packed Senate gallery watched in a hush

as the clerk called the roll.

The vote was so close that it was not until

near the end of the call that 50 senators, or

half the chamber, had declared their support

for the sale-enough to ensure its passage.

Among those supporting the sale of the

five AWACS. was conservative Democrat
Russel Long. Hiswas the last undeclared vote

when the Senate met eight hours before the

Cuellarjoins

fray as vetoes

HockU.N. poll
UNITED NATIONS, Oct. 28 (Agencies)

—A third candidate entered the race for the

post of U.N. secretary generalWednesday as

the Security Council remained deadlocked

between U.N. chief Kurt Waldheim of

Austria and his challenger Salim A. Salim of

Tanzania.

Peruvian U.N. Ambassador Javier Perez

de Cuellar, 61 , a 1 0-year United Nations vet-

eran, said in a letter to Security Council

Chairman Jaime De Pinies of Spain that he

would run in the election if the stalemate was

not resolved.

After failing for the second day to pick a

new secretary general, the council will

resume its deliberations Friday. The council

remained deadlocked Wednesday in efforts

to resolve the crisis after incumbent Kurt

Waldheim and challenger Salim A. Salim

were both vetoed, diplomats reported.

They said after two rounds of voting thar

Salim, the Tanzanian foreign minister, had

also failed to obtain the required minimum of

nine votes. The vetoes against Waldheim
were believed to have been cast by China.

Two vetoes against Salim Tuesday, before he

slipped blow the required minimum, were
understood to have been cast by the United

States.

Waldheim received identical tallies of 11 in

favor, four against and no abstentions in both

of Wednesday’s ballots, diplomats reported.

In addition to the reported Chinese veto, the

negative votes were tonight to have been that

of Tunisia, Niger and Uganda, the African

members.
Salim is the official candidate ofthe Organ-

ization of African Unity(OAU). He received

eight affirmative votes in each round Wed-
nesday, . diplomats said. One negative vote

and six abstentions were cast in the first

round and two negative votes and five absten-

tions in the second round, they said.

China, which has often declared its wish for

a secretary-general from the Third World
was understood to have vetoed Waldheim
throughout He always had more than the

required majority, although he .was a vote

behind Salim in the first round.

Waldheim’s strength, part from the vetoes,

caused some delegates to say Tuesday night

that China would eventually let him through

for an unprecedented third term. But U.S.

representative Mrs. Kirkpatrick's remarks

appeared to raise a new element'. She said any

new candidate should be able to state his case

and governments should be permitted to give

seriousconsideration toother candidacies. “I

think it is a terribly important decision to rush

into," she said.“ 1 would hate to see us rush to

judgment, in fact, on the basis of inadequate

consideration of other candidates."

Cuellar, a careerdiplomat with the reputa-

tion of a cautious but skillful negotiator, has

long been mentioned as a possible contender

in the event of an impasse.

He was Peru's ambassador to the U-N.

from 1971 until 1975 and was chosen by

Waldheim to join his cabinet as undersec-

retary general for special political affairs- He
served as Waldheim’s representative in Cyp-
rus before undertaking the Afghanistan job

as Waldheim's envoy.

deal goes through
Jewish lobby loses 48 to 52

- l —£ .L„ c i! a
decision.

Republicans, who dominate the Senate,
voted 41-12 against the resolution of disap-
proval. Democrats vored 36-11 for it.

Reagan’s victory was a remarkable tur-
nabout from only two days ago, when oppo-
nents claimed 53 “ iron-clad " votes.
The president threw himself into the fray,

meeting dozens of senators over the past few
weeks. He paid particular attention to first-

term Republicans elected with him last

November.
He also sent a letter to the Senate earlier

Wednesday assuring members that the U.S.
would work to assure the AWACS planes
were not used against Israel and that

AWACS secrets would not fall into hands of
unfriendly countries. (See text ofdie letted-

Immediately after the vote, President
Reagan summoned reporters into the Oval
Office of the White House to express his

pleasure over the vote.
“ Because of actions like today's in the

Senate, peace is on the way again, " he said.

He said the approval of the AWACS sale

not only strengthens Saudi-American rela-

tions, but will also protect our economic
lifeline to the Middle East, win favor among
moderate Arab States and most importantly,

continue the difficult but steady progress
toward peace and stability in the Middle
East.

’’

The letter that changed theirminds
• WASHINGTON. Oct. 28 fAP)— Here is the

text of the letter President Ronald Reagan sent

Wednesday to Senator Howard Baker, Senate
majority leader, to help build last-minute support
for the AWACS sale.

Dear Sen. Baker:

On Oct. 1, 1981, 1 formally notified the Con-
gress ofour intention to sell AWACS aircraft and
F-15 enhancement items to Saudi Arabia. This
sale will enhance our vita! national security inter-

ests by contributing directly to the stabilization

and security of the critical area from the Gulf
through the Middle East to north Africa. It will

improve significantly the capability of Saudi
Arabia and the United States to defend the oil

fields and facilities on which the security of the

free world depends, and it will pose no realistic

threat to Israel

When this proposed sale was -first announced
last spring, the Congress expressed concerns
about certain aspects of the sale. After analyzing

these concerns in detail, we entered into a series

of discussions with the government of Saudi

Arabia over the summer.
The government of Saudi Arabia has agreed,

and I am convinced welcomes the feet, that the

United States will have an important, long-term

role and will maintain direct involvement in the

development of the Saudi Arabian defense sys-

tem, including the AWACS. We also have

reached agreement with the Saudi Arabian gov-

ernment on a number of specific arrangements

that go well beyond their firm agreement to abide
fully Dy all the standard terms orthe normal letter

of offer and acceptance required by the Arms
Export Control Ait.

Transferof theAWACS will take place only on
terms and conditions consistent with the act and
only after we have certified to the Congress in

writing that the following conditions have been
met:

1. Security oT technology:

A. That a detailed plan for the security of
equipment, technology, information, and sup-
porting documentation has been agreed to by the

United States and Saudi Arabia and is in place,

and
B. The security provisions are no less stringent

than measures employed by the U.S. for protec-

tion and control of its equipment of-like in U.S.

and outside the continental U.S.. and
C. The U.S. has the right of on-site inspection

and surveillance by U.S. personnel of air and
ground security Arrangements for all equipment
during the useful life of the AWACS. And
D. Saudi Arabia wQl not permit citizens of

third nations to perform maintenance on the

AWACS or to modify any such equipment with-

out prior, explicit mutual consent of the two gov-

ernments, and
E. Computer software as designated by the

USG (U.S. government), win remain the prop-

erty of the USG.
2. Access to information:

That Saudi Arabia has agreed to share with the

U.S. the information that it acquires from use of
the AWACS.
3. Control over thirdr-comitry participation:

A- That Saudi Arabia has agreed not to share

access to AWACS equipment, technology,

documentation, or any information developed

from such equipment or technology with any
nation other than the U.S. without the prior,

explicit mutual consent of both governments.
B. That only cleared Saudi Arabian Citizens

and cleared U.S. nationals wifi have access to

AWACS equipment, technology or documenta-
tion, or information derived therefrom, without
the prior, explicit mutual consent of the two gov-

ernments.

4. AWACS flight operations:

That the Saudi Arabian AWACS will be oper-

ated solely within the boundaries of Saudi
Arabia, except with the prior, explicit mutual
consent of the two governments.
5. Regional peace and security:

That the sale contributes directly to the stabil-

ity and security of the area, enhances the atmos-
phere and prospects for progress toward peace

and that initiatives toward the peaceful resolu-

tion of disputes in the region have either been

successfully completed or that significant prog-

ress toward that goal has been accomplished with

the substantia] assistance of Saudi Arabia.
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The agreements we have reached with Saudi '

Arabia on security of technology, access to

information control over third-country participa-

tion, and AWACS flight operations will be incor-

porated into the U.S.-Saudi general security of

military information agreement, the letters of

offer and acceptance (the govemment-to-
goverament sales contracts), and related docu-
ments. These documents will stipulate that the

sale will be cancelled and that no equipment or
services will be delivered in the event any of the

agreements is breached. 1 will not authorize U.S.

approval of any of these contracts and agree-
ments until I am satisfied that they incorporate

fully the provisions that satisfy the concerns that

you and 1 share. I do not foresee the need for

changes in these arrangements, but should cir-

cumstances arise that might require such
changes, they would be made only with congres-

sional participation.

1 believe it is important to look beyond these

elements to their practical consequences, and to

the implications of U.S. security assistance and
training requested by Saudi Arabia. For example,
the agreement we reached with the Saudi Ara-
bian government to protect the security of

equipment also affects the nature, extent and
duration of the U.S. role in the AWACS prog-

ram. U.S. military and contractor personnel will

be required to provide extensive operational

training for Saudi AWACS aircrews.

The Saudi agreement not to share AWACS-
gathered information with third countries also

has significant practical consequences. This
agreement, combined with the standard
requirement that U.S.-supplied equipment be
used solely for defensive purposes, precludes any
possibility that Saudi Arabian AWACS could

contribute to coordinated operations with other
countries' armed forces against any nation in the

region without our consent and cooperation.

Concerning the agreement to operate
AWACS only inside the Kingdom, it should also

be noted that the SaudiArabian Air Force wQl be
trained to operate the AWACS in accordance
with standard USAFAWACS doctrine and pro-

cedures, which call forAWACS to remain at aD
times a “safe distance” behind sensitive political

borders.

In a broader sense, by enhancing the percep-

tion of the United States as a reliable security

partner, we improve the prospects for closer

cooperation between ourselves and the Saadi i

Arabian government in working toward our
common goal of a just and lasting peace in the

'

region. Since assuming the responsibilities of the
|

presidency,! have been impressed by the increas-
|

ingly constructive policy of Saudi Arabia in

advancing the prospects for peace and stability in

the Middle East.

The Saudi Arabian government’s critical con-

tribution to securing a ceasefire in Lebanon is a

striking example. I am persuaded that this grow-
ing Saudi Arabian influence is vital to the even-
tual settlement of the differences that continue to

divide Israel and most of the Arab world.

I am confident that the Saudi Arabian
AWACS will pose no realistic threat to Israel. 1

1

remain fully committed to protecting Israel's sec- i

urity and to preserving IsraeTs ability to defend
against any combination of potentially hostile

forces in the region. We will continue to make
available to Israel the military equipment if

requires to defend its land and people, with the
consideration to the presence of AWACS in

Saudi Arabia. We have also embarked on a prog-

ram of closer security cooperation with Israel.

This proposed sale to Saudi Arabia neither casts

doubt on our commitment nor compromises
Israeli security.

It is my view that the agreements we have
reached with the government of Saudi Arabia i

take account of the concerns raised by the Con- !

gress. I am persuaded, as I believe the Congress
j

will be, that the proposed Saudi Arabian air'

defense enhancement package makes an invalu-

!

able contribution to the national security inter-
j

ests of the United States, by improving both our

!

strategic posture and the prospects for peace in
|

the Middle East I look forward to continuing to i

work with you toward these vital goals.
j

Sincerely,
j

Ronald Reagan.
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In Israel Begin' s government scheduled a

cabinet meeting Thursday to discuss the

approval of the Saudi Arabian arms package
by the U.S. Senate, a spokesman said late

Wednesday.
The spokesman said there would be no

official reaction until after the cabinet meet-

ing, but army radio quoted political circles,

usually a code for foreign ministry officials, as

expressing “regret” at the vote.

Israel adopted a post of official indiffer-

ence to the vote before it was taken, buta few

hours before the arms package. Defense
Minister Ariel Sharon warned that it pre-

sented "the greatest danger feeing Israel.”

Sharon said Israel understood “that the

United States must supply arms to the Arabs— butwhy the most sophisticated weapons?"
Despite the low official profile. Israel radio

broadcast the result live while Israel Army
radio quickly shifted to analysing the vote. It

was midnight in Israel.

"The vote showed that the Reagan
administration had reached the limit of its

ability to influence," said Dr. Avraham
Ben-Zvi, a Tel Aviv University expert on
U.S. affairs. “ It used muscle and pressure in a
possibly unprecedently intensive manner,
and all that for an extremely thin victoiy."

He said Israel was now entitled to expect

gestures from rhe administration. “One can

expect the winner to make a gesture to the

side (Israel) that fought well but lost, he told

the Army radio. He suggested Washington
could be more open in sharing its intelligence

and satellite information with Israel, or give it

(Continued on back page)

Thedefensepackage
The defense package according to U.S.

Air Force figures

:

Equipment Total cost Quantify

AWACS:

Conformal
Fuel Tanks:

i
KC-707
Tankers:

AIM-9L
Sidewinder

S5.8 billion

$110 million 110 sets

$2.4 billion 8 (6-8)

$200 million
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U.S. group
in Riyadh

RIYADH. Oct 28 (SPA) — Second
Deputy Premier and Commander of the

National Guard Prince Abdullah received

Wednesday the delegation of U.S.
businessmen and media, currently visiting i

the country. The meeting was attended by
Sheikh Abdul Aziz Al-Tuwaijri. assistant

deputy commander of the National

Guard.
.Earlier, the American delegation was

|

met by Industry and Electricity Minister

Dr. Ghazi Algosaibi who discussed the

various aspects of the industrial develop-

ment in the Kingdom.
The minister said after the meeting that

he explained to the U.S. delegation the

basic principles of the Kingdom's indus-

tiral policy.
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After discussing medical services

British minister ends visit
By a Staff Writer

JEDDAH. Oct. 28 — Dr. Gerald Vau-
ghan. Britain's health minister, Wednesday
concluded a visit to the Kingdom as guest of

Maj. Gen. Rida Khalifa, director of the medi-

cal services department of the Ministry of

Defense and Aviation, the British Embassy

reported. During his visit. Dr. Vaughan also

was received by Defense Minister Prince Sul-

tan. Health Minister Dr. Hussein Al-Jazairi.

Riyadh University* President Dr. Mansour
Al-Turki. Assistant Deputy Commander of

the National Guard Sheikh Abdul Aziz A1
Tuwaijri and Brig. Gen. Muhammad A1
Ammary.

Dr. Vaughan was accompanied by an offi-

cial delegation led by James Collier, deputy

secretary at the Department of Health and
Social Security. The visit began on Sunday,

Oct. 25.
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On Monday, Dr. Vaughan visited the

Ministry of Health for talks with Dr. Jazairi

and senior officials. The two sides discussed

the extensive hospital construction program

now under way in the Kingdom and the pos-

sibility for extending the existing co-

operation between Britain and Saudi Arabia

in the provision of health care services and

equipment.

British doctors, medical experts, contrac-

tors, pharmaceutical manufacturers and

equipment suppliers are well-known in the

Kingdom and are eager to expand their con-

tribution to development, the doctor told

officials here.

Dr. Vaughan also told the Riyadh Univer-

sity president and dean of the university's

Faculty of Medicine that a further area of

potential cooperation in the field of medicine

between the two countrieslies in the fostering

of academic links, notably the provision of

training facilities, the exchange of experts

and technicians and the creation of joint

study programs.

On Tuesday, the official gave a key-note

speech at a seminar on primary health care,

which was held at the Al-Khaij Hospital in

Riyadh under the auspices of the minister of

defense and aviation. Among those attending

the seminar was the president of the Royal

College of Physicians. London, of which Dr.

Vaughan is a member.
Later in the day. Dr. Vaughan had discus-

sions with Maj. Gen. Khalifa. Brig. Gen. A1

Amtnary and senior officials of the medical

service department of the Ministry of

Defense and Aviation. The discussions

focused on the possibilities for further British

assistance in the remarkable development of

the medical services offered by the ministry.

The British government recently con-

cluded an agreement with the Saudi Arabian

National Guard to operate and maintain the

new National Guard hospital in Jeddah. Dur-
ing his stay in Riyadh. Dr. Vaughan met
senior executives of the International Hospi-

tals Group, the British firm that has been

contracted to implement the agreement.

Australia,
Sweden sign pact

forRiyadh diplomatic quarter
RIYADH, Oct. 28 (SPA) — The

Australian and Swedish governments signed

contracts Wednesday to lease land plots for

their embassies in the proposed diplomatic

quartershere.The contracts, under which the

plots will be leased for a period of99 years,

were signed by Riyadh Governor Prince Sal-

man, who is the chairman of the Foreign

Ministry and Embassies Transfer Committee.

On behalf of their governments,

Australian Ambassador Douglas Sturkey

and Swedish Ambassador Frederik Bcrsens-

trahle co-agned the agreements.

The Australian embassy’s contract, which

involves a 7,950 square-meter plot, cost

SR246,450 for the first years of the lease.

The Swedishcontract totalledSRI 97,005 for

the first five years, and the plot’s area com-
prises 6355-square meters.

The total number of embassies that have

signed ownership orleasingcontractsforland

plots in the future diplomatic endave now
stands of eight. The project is expected to be

completed by 1983.

StDF okays SR90m in projects
RIYADH, Oct. 28(SPA)—The board of

the Saudi Industrial Development Fund
approved seven new industrial projects total-

ing SR90372.000. The group met Tuesday
evening with Sheikh Hamad Saudi Al-
Sudairi, deputy governor of the Saudi Ara-

bian Monetary Agency and chairmain ofthe

board.

The projects, recommended by. the fund's

director general Sheikh Saleh Abdullah
Ai-Naim. will be set up in Riyadh, Jeddah .

and Dammam. They concern dairy products.

illuminated sign boards, printing on silk, zin-

cography the packing of raw tea, isolation

panels, pipes and perforation units.

Board members attending the meeting

comprised Dr. Fuad Abdul Salam AJ-Faresy

undersecretary for industry and electricity in

charge of industrial affairs; Planning

Secretary Dr. Faisal Al-Bashir, Commerce
Secretary Dr. Abdul Rahman Al-Zamel; and

Acting Finance and National Economy
Undersecretary Sheikh Said ibn Saad ibn

Said.

Harakan meets with Miswari
MAKKAH, Oct- 28 (SPA) — Muslim- especially those of Muslim minorities, in

World League Secretary General Sheikh order to secure their full legal rights through

Muhammad All AJ-Harakan received a constructive dialogue and political moves in

delegation of Filippino Muslims led by Nour which the r? Organization of the Islamic Con-
«—>— *»— ference should participate.Miswari, leader of the Moro Liberation

Front. The Wednesday meeting was attended

by MWL Assistant Secretary General Sheikh

'Muhammad Safwat Al-Saqqa.

During the meeting, Miswari presented a

report on the condition of Muslims in the

Philippines. He urged further support and aid

for the five million Muslims suffering from

various problems in the Philippines. Miswari

commended the league's efforts in defending

the right of Islamic minorities.

After the meeting. Sheikh Harakan stres-

sed the league
1

s concern tor all Islamic issues,
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Naif returns
from Tunisia
JEDDAH, Oct. 28 (SPA) — Interior

Minister Prince Naif returned here Wed-
nesday from Tunis where he attended the

Arab League ministerial council meetings

that dealt with amending the league's

charter.

Prince Naif was welcomed by Makkah
Governor Prince Majed, Deputy Interior

Minister Prince Ahmad, Jeddah Comm is-

sioner Sheikh Abdul Rahman AJ-Sudairi,

Public Security Director Gen. Abdullah

Al-Sheikh, Western Region Commander
Gen. Mansour Al-Shuaibi. Tunisian

Ambassador to the Kingdom Kacem
Bousnina and other senior civil and milit-

ary officials.

University stresses

importance of Dawa
RIYADH, Oct. 28 (SPA)— Dr. Abdullah'

Abdul Mohsen Al-Turki. rector of Imam
Muhammad ibn Saud Islamic University,

affirmed here Tuesday evening that the

university attaches great importance to the

World Center for Islamic Dawa (Invitation to

Join Islam) and will take the necessary steps

to set it on the right track.

After meeting the teaching staff. Dr. Turki

said that the center's programs were being

recast and that the criteria for joining the

center wfll be modified. He urged the teach-

ing staff to redouble their efforts in fulfilling

the center's objectives.
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GET ONE (1) FREE PERCOLATOR. BLENDER,
MIXER OR ELECTRIC IRON FOR EVERY
PURCHASE OF SR 5,000 WORTH OF
PRODUCTS !

WHOLESALE PRICES OFFERED TO ALL
PURCHASES MADE "THREE OF A KINDI"
FURNITURE AND COMPLETE LINE OF KITCHEN
APPLIANCES, BIG AND SMAUJ ALL PRODUCTS
IN THE TENT ARE OFFERED AT 15% DISCOUNT
PRICES

!

ALL ABOVE SALE ITEMS ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE IN THE SHALWA-AL KHOBAR
SHOWROOMS (CORNER BANDAR AND 9TH
STREETS. AL KHOBAR)

• Designed to treat ail internal and external

masonry surfaces,walls, floors, roofs

• Seals and waiter-proofs e.g. swimming
pools and water tanks • Free .Technical Service

• Free delivery Jeddah area

CO-SEAL is tried and tested

We wiltbe at Saudi Build Exhibition StandNo.6Q2

Afterhours, contactoursalesmen w
Barkley Wales, Tony Cane, orAdrian Thomas jr
CaHAL-KHOZAMA HOTEL Riyadh.

Tel: 4651650 Room 431

ZAHID ENTERPRISES CO. LTD.
P.0. Box 352, Jeddah.

Tel: 6312502 or 6310969. Telex :40G952 DIHAZ SJ.
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clairol brings you

condition
shampoo

the new 2 ini shampoo and conditioner

that cleans and conditions hair instantly.

Condition shampoo:
a lush protein enriched

formula helps put an end

to limp, flabby hair, get's

it back into shape,

makes it manageable

and healthy again.

Restores body ant^shme^

Leaves- your hair;deap,

INTERESTED DEALERS CAN CONTACT THE SHAL*A GENERAL MANAGER
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SHALWA-RIYADH
P.O. BOX 3790.
TEL: 454-4608 / 454-461

2

NORTH OLAVA ROAD,
RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA.

SHALWA-ALKHOBAR
BANDAR ST. CORNER 9TH ST

.

AL KHOBAR.
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By Tunisia
, Kuwait

Islamicshipping body’s statute signed
By Ahmad Shaaban

'

JEDDAH. Oct. 28— Tunisia and Kuwait
Wednesday signed the statute of the Islamic
Shipowners Association at the headquarters
of the Organization of the Islamic Confer-
ence. Ambassadors Kacem Bousnina of
Tunisia and Saud Al-Asimi of Kuwait signed
the statute under the auspices of Habib
Chatti, the QIC secretary general.

Turbos'nesS .

INDECOM
P.O. Box: 2838, Jeddah
Tel: (02) 682-38-45/46

Tlx: 403146 IDCJED SJi

The statute will take effect as soon as

signed by ten OIC member states. It already

has the signature of Sudan and Iraq and a SI
million contribution from Saudi Arabia
which wOl also offer the association head-
quarters in Jeddah.
As conceived by Saudi Arabia* when it

mooted the idea during a shipping experts

meeting in Karachi in September 1980. the

association aims - at coordinating and unifying

the efforts of OlC members in promoting
maritime transport through cooperation
among both public and private sector

maritime companies. Its ultimate objective is

the optimum utilization of the potentials of
Islamic countries' maritime companies fleets.

The association will also protect the inter-

ests of its members by providing sound coun-

sel and creating an integrated maritime net-

work that will let these companies wield grea-

ter voice in international maritime affairs. It

will encourage members to establish confer-

ence lines among member states and set up
joint Islamic maritime companies.

It will organize maritime meetings among

member states and establish procedures to

ensure transport quotas to the members
according to the United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development’s code of con-

duct. At the same time it will keep in view the

existing conference arrangements of the

member states.

Interior ministry

bans firecrackers
RIYADH, Oct. 28 (SPA) — The Interior

Ministry Wednesday reconfirmed a ban on
the import, sale and use-ofall firecrackers for

children, which have already led to“ unfortu-
nate incidents.”

In a statement, the ministry urged all trad-

ers. citizens and residents to observe the

order, and warned that anyone found posses-

sing such materials of any kind will be liable

to fine, imprisonment and confiscation of the

goods.

Majed calls for

Islamic unity on
new year’s eve
JEDDAH, Oct. 28 (SPA) — Makkah

Governor Prince Majed has urged Mus-
lims everywhere to hold fast to the injunc-

tionsof the divine faith, so they are able to

restore the nation's past glory.

In a statement published in Al Bilad

Wednesday to mark the advent of the
Islamic new year, the governor said it is'

binding o.n the.Islamic nation to cast away
its differences and to tackle its problems in

such a way as to be able to restore the

Islamic unity. He expressed the confi-

dence that the Islamic nation would
become an element of peace and stability

in the world if it attains its unity and sol-

idarity.
* ~ —

On the other hand, Habib Chatti, sec-

retary general of the Organization of the

Islamic Conference (OIC). to\A AlBilad
that Muslims have incurred heavy losses

for want of the strength of character. He
said that the Islamic nation can rebuild
itself onlv if it returns to its sublime faith.

/ Bl N E X /
^ International Co.

'tar Building Materials Ltd!

/BIN EX /
oftere you all that's best in building materials

/B1MEX /
offers you competitive quotations with no obligation.

I BINEX /
offers you the personal attention of experienced sales

staff who are trained to give you the individual attention*

which we believe all our customers deserve.

/ BINEX /
offers you a full delivery service to provide you with a

1
swift response to your orders.

/ BIMEX /
offers you the opportunity to make buying easy.

Why bother elsewhere...
/jfijjff!*

Eastern Province: Central Province: Western Province:

P.OJtox 2194, Al Khobar P.0.8ox 16896, Riyadh P.OBox 8776, JBddah
Tel: (031 8640461/8640665 Tel: (01) 4786168/4789323 Tel: (02) 6519524/6519764
8645351/8648302/8649774 Telex: 203106 BNEXRD SJ. Telex: 402393 BINEX Si.

Telex: 670354 SABUT SJ.

670427 SAYARI SJ.
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INSTANT FURNISHING
Habitat Contracts can solve your furnishing problems
instantly.

Full details of the 1981/82 ‘Housepack’ sire in our new
colour brochure. The Habitat ‘Housepack’ contains

sill the essential furnishings fori, 2 or 3 bedroom
homes, and is in stock and ready for despatch in the

UK or anywhere in the world. ^ ^

3,0000 Copocity 7,0000 Copocity

16’ x 76*" - Triple axle

10,500# Capacity

IQdOMAgEP
Whatever the

Loadmaster Trailers are built tough . . . more than enough to handle

the job and then some. To start with, you get the maneuverability and

convenience of a smaller trailer ... with BIG trailer durability.

No matter what the capacity of these Loadmaster s, they’re all heavy

duty welded steel frame construction with ideal payload to loadspace

ratio.

OFFICE POP TRAM AND MAPKEUNG |C» i

RO. Box 3546 Telephones: 669-0580

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia ' 669-0596

Telex 401103 Dabbagh. S. J. -

Ifyou need something more special we can supply a
‘Housepack’ exactly to meet your requirements.

Ifyou’re talking about a whole office, or apartment

block, hotel or restaurant the Habitat Contracts

furnishing service can provide a fast, efficient solution

at sensible prices.

For further information please contact:

Fadul Rahaimy. The Classics.

PO Box 2289, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.

Telephone: 66 51211. Telex: 401493 SAJA.

We are represented in:

Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, U.A.E., Saudi Arabia,Jordan, Oman,
Lebanon, Argentina, Hong Kong, Gibraltar and France.

hid
habitat contracts

Saudis First Superstore
opens in Jeddah soon

PARKINGmom1600cm
Drive to Sarawat and see just how easy

shopping can be.

Conveniently located

in the brand new
Jeddah International

Market, opposite the

Pepsi factory sign

on Madinah Road.

Sarawat— the

friendly store that

welcomes all the

EVERYTHING-
from

Fashions to Food
Perfumes to Porcelain
Children’s Wear to

Crockery
Shoes to Stationery

Glassware to Garden tools

and a huge selection of electrical

appliances, motoraccessories, D.I.Y.

hardware, mens and ladies wear, music
cassettes and toiletry items.

Sarawat means

One Stop
Shopping

!

We've made shopping more convenient, more
enjoyable, more exciting*

The new Sarawat Superstore brings you more
choice, more space and much, much more for

your money.
The Sarawat Superstore is the biggest store in

town where you'll get everything for you, your
home and yourfamily - aii under one roof.

The biggest variety of groceries, the biggest

range of frozen foods, the biggest choice of

quality household and leisure goods you can find.

Sarawat -Where you’ll find more space inside

and out - space that takes the toil out of

shopping and makes it a real pleasure.

easy tonet there!
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To discuss Musavi’s nomination

Iranian parliament

holds secret session

(Mftbnews Middle East

CIA mail box
used in Libya

‘niURSDAY, OCTOBfeksSli un

recruitment
BEIRUT, Oct. 28 (AP) — The Iranian

parliament met behind closed doors Wed-
nesday to discuss the nomination of Foreign
Minister Mir Hossein Musavi for the post of
prime minister as government firing squads
executed 28 leftist opponents of Ayatollah
Khomeini's regime, officials in Tehran said.

There was no clue as to how parliament

would vote on Musavfs nomination when
deputies wound up their secret debate. The
vote of confidence is scheduled in an open
session Thursday.

Presidnet Ali Khamenei nominated the

39-year-old Musavi, a hardliner from the rul-

ing Islamic Republican Party, Tuesday fol-

lowing parliaments rejection of U.S-trained

pediatrician AJi-Akbar Velayati last Thurs-

day.

Velayati was Khamenef s first choice for

the premiership to replace outgoing Prime

Minister Ayatollah Muhammad-Reza Kani,

who resigned after Khamenei was sworn in

on Oct. 13 as Iran’s third elected president

since the downfall of the Shah in February

1979.

‘Will so Sadat way’

Qaddafi assails Hosni Mubarak
BONN. Oct. 28 (R) — Libyan leader

Muammar Qaddafi said in an interview pub-

lished Tuesday that Egyptian President

Hosni Mubarak would suffer the same fate as

assassinated President Anwar Sadat. Qaddafi

also told the West German weekly magazine

Stan that he would destroy any U.S.

Advanced Warning Aircraft (AWACS)
which came within missile range while photo-

graphing Libyan territory. The U.S. sent two
AWACS to Egypt after Sadat’s death.

Asked how he envisaged President

Mubarak's future, Qaddafi said: “He will

meet same fate as Sadat," who was killed in a

machinegun and grenade attack in Cairo on
Oct. 6. The Libyan leader described Presi-

China says U.S.

attitude to

dent Mubarak a former Egyptian Air Force

chief, as“a very good officer" but not a good

politician. He could get a leading place in the

Arab world if he broke U.S. domination of

Egypt, Qaddafi said.

Accusing the U.S. of terrorizing Libya.

Qaddafi said if the Americans were to attack

us. we would naturally defend ourselves. If it

leads to a third world war. it would not be our

fault, but of the Americans." he added.

Asked whether be felt insecure • because

U.S. AWACS had been sent to Egypt for

joint maneuvers, Qaddafi said Libya would

on no account permit the AWACS to photo-

graph Libyan territory.

He added: “Should they do this and come
within the zone of our rockets, we will not

hesitate about using these."

NEW YORK, Oct. 28 (A) — A post

office box rented by the Central Intellig-

ence Agency in Washington was used to

recruit Americans to train soldiers for

Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi. ABC
news reported Tuesday.

One potential recruit told another

potential recniit that the training opera-

tion was under the control of the CIA and

to send his resume to a Washington post

office box, ABC said. The box turned out

to be used "by the CIA’s personnel office,

ABC said. The network based its report

on “ letters and other documents” without

elaborating on its source. The two poten-

tial recruits were killed while fighting in

Nicaragua.
Two former CIA operatives. Frank

Terpil and Edwin Wilson, are charged

with Illegal supplying Libya with explosive

devices and terrorist training. However,

the CIA has denied any involvement in a

Libyan recruiting and training operation.

Hussein meets

Thatcher

BRIEFS
PLO is illogical
PEKING, Oct. 28 (R)— China said Wed-

nesday it was illogical for President Reagan
to demand recognition of Israel by the Pales-

tine Liberation Organization (PLO) as a pre-

condition for any American dialogue with the

PLO. The official New China News Agency
said in a signedcommentary that events in the

Middle East over the past nine months had
proved that a strategy to contain Soviet

expansion there without solving the Palesti-

nian question was impractical.

The commentary said that hitherto the

Reagan administration had simply ignored

the Palestinian question and recent remarks
by Secretary of State Alexander Haig on the

need to give precedence to it were vague.

“The United States has probably discovered

the importance of the problem but it has still

been hesitant on it,” the agency said.

The commentary, headlined "Face reality

and move forward,1 ' was published shortly

after a visit to China by PLO Chairman Yas-
ser Arafat during which he obtained pledges

ofcontinued Chinese support for hisstruggle.

CANBERRA, (Agencies) — Australia

and New Zealand have decided to join the

Sinai peacekeeping force. While the New
Zealand cabinet Tuesday agreed in principle

to join the Sinai unit but left the final decision

to a cabinet subcommittee, the Australian

Prime Minister MalColm Fraser told parlia-

ment Wednesday that would join the force.

He welcomed reports that Britain, France,

the Netherlands and Italy would join the

force.

BEIRUT. (R) — An Iranian delegation

discussed Beirut-Tehran relations and Iran's

view ofthe current Middle East situation with

Lebanese Foreign Minister Fuad Butros
Wednesday, state-run Beirut radio reported.

TEL AVIV, (R) — An Israeli military

court has sentenced 20 Arabs to prison terms
ranging from six months to 10 years on
alleged security charges, Israel radio said

Wednesday.
ROME, (R) — Italian authorities have

reopened inquiries into the disappearance of

Imam Mouss Sadr, a leader ofLebanon, who
vanished without trace on a trip from Tripoli,

Libya, to Rome in 1978.

LONDON. Oct. 28 (AFP) — King Hus-

sein ofJordan met with Prime Minister Mar-

garet Thatcher and Foreign Secretary Lord

Carrington Wednesday during a brief private

visit here on his way to Washington^

The talks concerned the Middle East situa-

tion, particularly the eight-point Saudi Ara-
bian plan fora peace settlement in the region,

proposed European participation in the

international peacekeeping force in the Sinai,

and resumption of European-Arab talks.

Lord Carrington is to visit Riyadh Nov. 3 to

5 for detailed discussions of the peace plan

with Crown Prince Fabd.

Afghanistan accused

of provoking Pakistan
PESHAWAR, Ocl 28 (R) — Pakistan’s

President Muhammad Zia-Ul-Haq said

Wednesday that the Soviet-backed govern-

ment in Afghanistan appeared to be provok-

ing his country with a series of frontier inci-

dents and air space violations.

Zia said Pakistan was concerned and be
warned Afghanistan and other countries

against treating Pakistan “whimsically.’’

In a speech to tribesmen who live along the

Pakistan^Afghanistan border. President Zia

said he was conscious of the danger to Pakis-

tan from developments in Afghanistan and

said steps were being taken to protect Pakis-

tan’s national security. Over the past two

months, Pakistan has charged Afghanistan

with at least five major frontier incidents.
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designs which don’t require ironing
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BEGINNINGTODAY
ABDUL LATIF IAMEELCO.

STANDSBEHIND
TOSHIBA.

Abdul LatifJameel— the people who broughtyou Toyota—
now bring you Toshiba.

Once again,we will sell the finest products, through qualified dealers,

backed nationwide by excellent service centers.

Toshiba products include the most advanced in home sound systems,
television,VTRs and appliances.

Abdul LatifJameel means Toshiba: electronic products
that are built better and backed better.

Because we stand behind everything we sell.

UNITED ABDUL LATIF JAMEEL COMPANY
Sole distributors in Saudi Arabia
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REAGAN’S TRIUMPH
jj;

The approval of the sale of AWACS planes and related
' equipment to Saudi Arabia was a historic event which will

jjkjng be remembered and written, about in textbooks. The
:gassage of the sale by a 52 to 48 • margin was a hard-fought

< iattle which was won due to. the lengthy debate and fiact-

j
finding which clearly established the Kingdom as a stalwart

? friend of the United States. The decision opens the way for

jyhany otheravenues ofcooperation between these two nations
‘

:
hnd establishes the strength of the bonds which link these two
long-standing friends.

With debate about the package continuing in the Senate
right up to the final vote late last night, even supporters of the

[•proposal experienced exhilaration and surprise when it was
approved. When the motion to deny the sale was defeated, it

also had the very positive effect ofshowing many people that

even the all-out effort by Israeli leaderMenahem Begin and a
strong opposition by the Israeli lobby could be defeated. It

was a real surprise to find that, indeed, when the chips are

down and when a lot more is at stake than the $8.5 billion sale,

the often-biased U.S. foreign policy can be swayed in favor of

commitments and friends when the vote could have meant a
grave loss in trust.

President Reagan, of course, has his own victory to cele-

brate. and should be congratulated on waging a relentless

battle right up to the final days before the vote when his efforts

were even redoubled. At the same time Reagan was able to

get across an invaluable point which will make him a practi-

cally invincible leader when it comes to other foreign policy

issues: that U.S. interests must at all times take priority over
Israeli concerns. The debate itself and the constant Israeli

interference in American politics made their position in pre-

vious American decisions obvious to even the most naive

citizen and hopefully dealt a blow to their strong lobby from
which it will be hard for it to recover.

The United States, with the affirmation of the AWACS
deal, w as able to prove to Saudi Arabia and otherMiddle East
observers that, indeed, Reagan is in charge of U.S. policy in

the Middle East. Hopefully the stronger bonds between the

United States and Saudi Arabia will next initiate a united

effort to solve the other problems of the area using Crown
Prince Fahcr s eight-point plan as the basis for discussion and
as one recent observer said, so that by the time the AWACS
are delivered the rest of the conflicts within the Middle East
would. have been solved.

Saudi Arabian press review
The worldwide attention given

to the Kingdom’s Middle East

peace plan presented by Crown
Prince Fahd and the preparations

underway prior to its endorsement

as a unified plan at the upcoming

Gulf and Arab, heads of state

summits as a viable platform for

solving the Mideast problem

appeared for editorial comments
in Wednesday’s newspapers.

Al -Riyadh noted the • eight-

point formula of Crown Prince

Fahd has taken into accoun t a host

of ideas and Arab aspirations

through a rational visualization of

the Arab goals and objectives by

the Kingdom's wise leadership.”

“The Kingdom's plan emanated

from its leadership's Islamic and

historic responsibility to strictly

adhere to the Arab and Palesti-

nian causes,” it said.

The paper said the value of the

Kingdom’s plan could be deter-

mined from the opposition of the

Zionist entity to the plan’s inter-

national recognition in the face of

previous attempts to solve the

problem with open Ibias toward
the Zionist entity.

Dealing with the same subject,

Al -Yom called on the forthcoming

Gulf summit to unanimously sup-

port Prince Fahd* s plan as a sign of

Gulf solidarity and unity in tackl-

ing fateful Arab issues with fore-

sight and reason.

4 This could also be a first step

toward a unified Arab approach,

in the face of the grave political

situation in the region, to settle the

problem, in accordance with the

principles enshrined in Prince

FahtTs peace plan,” the paper

said.

Commenting on Fahcfs forth-

coming visit to West Germany,

Al -Madinah noted it was planned

as part ofthe Kingdom’s diploma-

tic roie and its international

responsibilities for promoting

Arab Islamic causes and sharing

the concern for the stability of

world economy and promotion of

global progress and prosperity.

(SPA)

By Joyce Egginton

NEW YORK—
Thousands of prisoners-of-war died agonizing

deaths as guinea-pigs in Japanese germ warfare

research but the kQlers were never brought to jus-

tice. Instead they were given protection by the

United States Department of War.
According to long-secret documents which have

just been made public here, Japanese army officers

who were responsible for the experiments were
promised immunity from prosecution in reutm for

giving U.S. military authorities exclusive possession

of Japan's expertise in biological warfare.

Extreme precautions were taken to keep any evi-

dence ofJapan’s germ warfare technology— which
was then far aheadof any other nation’s— out of
the Tokyowarcrimes trials, lest it fall into the hands
of the Soviets. Mostofthe germ warfare guinea pigs

were Chinese but some were ‘‘Anglo-Saxon.’’

Disclosure of this shocking episode is the result of
four years of research by an American writer John
W. PowelL who, after suspecting it formore than 30
years, was eventually able to obtain classified

documents from World War II under the post-

Watergate Freedom of Information Act.

In a fully documented report, published in the

current issue of the prestigiousBaUedn oftheAtomic
Scientists

,

Powell states that 3,000 POWs ( a con-
servative estimate) died as a result ofgerm warfare
experiments at “ Unit 73 1” , Japan’ s largest biologi-

cal warfare laboratory, which was a few miles out-

side Harbin in Manchuria. Powell's research

revealed that the Japanese also ran experimental
stations in Nanking. Peking, and central and south-

ern China, as well as two in Japan, all performing

human experiments.

Fragmenlary knowledge about these facilities has
existed over the past decade as the result of postwar
revelations by some of the Japanese involved. The
startling new facts which Powell has uncovered are

that experiments were carried out on American
prisoners, all of whom were apparently killed in the

process, and that American military authorities

took a calculated decision to protect the perpet-

rators.

Although most victims seem to have been Chin-
ese prisoners, the Japanese use of Americans
stemmed — according to one document — from
their interest in studying “the immunity of Anglo-
Saxons to infectious diseases."

The phrase” Anglo-Saxons" is not normally used
to white Americans since these include other ethnic
groups. It has led Powell to speculate that British

prisoners ofwar under the Japanese, some ofwhom
were held in Manchuria, may also have been among
the guinea pigs.

The experiments involved giving prisoners mas-
sive doses of lethal diseases, including bubonic
plague, typhus, anthrax, smallpox, gas gangrene
and cholera, with some being slaughtered at various
stages of illness so that Japanese researchers could
check on the progress of the disease.

The man who led the project, according to the

U.S. documents, was a Japanese army surgeon.

Lt.-Gen. Ishii Shiro. who died not long ago in old

age. never having been prosecuted.

Shortly after Japan's invasion of Manchuria in

1931 he persuaded his superiors chat microbes
could be developed as a cheap offensive weapon,
capable of producingenormous casualties. Ishii was
encouraged to build Unit 731, which Powell
describes as a“large self-contained installation with

sophisticated germ and insect-breeding facilities, a
prison for the human experimentees, testing

grounds, an araenal for making germ bombs, an
airfield, its own special planes and a crematorium
for the human victims”.

All this was hurriedly dismantled in the last days

of World War 11 as Soviet tanks crossed the

Siberian-Manchurian border shortly before the

Japanese surrender. After killing and cremating the

remaining prisoners, most of the Japanese staff

escaped through South Korea, taking with them the

laboratory records of many years of experiments.

This was the basis of material which Gen. Ishii

traded to the U.S. military authorities in 1947. A
top-secret cable sent to the War Department in

Washington from the U.S. military headquartersiii

Tokyo promised that a guarantee of immunity from

warcrimes prosecutions” will result in exploiting20
years experience of the director, former Gen. Ishii,

who can assure complete cooperation of his former

subordinates.”

Two U.S. Army doctors visited Tokyo to check
Ishif s information. From the documents obtained

by Powell they appear to have been overwhelmed

by the extent of Japanese germ warfare research

and urged their superiors to go ahead with the deal

with Ishii. They argued that “such information

could not be obtained in oirr laboratories because of

scruples attached to human experimentation.”

Powell commented: “ I found that phrase particu-

larly shilling” Powell also uncovered a State

Department memorandum which stated: “The
value to the U.S. of Japanese bilogical weapons

data is of such importance to national security as to

far outweigh the value accruing from war crimes

prosecutions.”

In his article, Powell states: “It is perhaps not

surprising that it has taken so long for the full story

to be revealed. Over the years fragments have occa-
sionally leaked out. but each time they were met
with denials, initially by the Japanese and later by
the United States.”

Uncovering the story was a personal mission for

him T For many years he lived in Shanghai where he

edited the China WeeklyReview, a left-wing English

language journal established by his father. It went

out of business during the revolution and Powell

returned to the U.S. in 1953 only to become target

of an investigation by Senator McCarthy’s Un-
American Activities Committee.

Powell wascharged with sedition, stemming from

his editorial opposition to American involvement in

the Korean war and from his reports about the

development of Japanese germ warfare against the

Chinese. The charges were eventually dismissed but

years later, with the passage of the Freedom of

Information Act, Powell was still determined to

dear his name. He now lives in San Francisco.

Upon receiving his report Bulletin ofthe Atomic

Scientists employed a number of distinguished sci-

entists and historians to verify it. An editorial com-
ment which precedes the article states: “When this

-story first reached, the BaSetin, our reaction was
horrified disbelief. All of us hoped it was not true.

Unfortunately, subsequent research shows that it is

all too true.”

PowelTs report is followed by a comment from
Bert Rolling of the Netherlandswho was a j udge at

the Tokyo war crimes trials. Confirming that there

was no mention there of Japanese germ warfare

experiments, he states: “ It was kept secret from the

world. The immunity granted to Japanese war crim-
inals covered not only deadly research on living

persons, but also the use of biological weapons
against the Chinese. And all this so that the United

States could obtain exclusive access to the informa-

tion, gained at the cost of thousands of ' human -

lives.”

Questioned about PowelTs report, which was
published .bv the Bulletin earlier this month, a lLS.
Defense Department spokesman said he had not
seen it and did not know of any colleagues who had.

.

done so. He doubted that his department would -

have anything to say about an event so long passed. >

“You can say that we have no comment at this-

time.” he added.

Even more surprising is the failure of U.S. news-

papers to report on John PowelTs research. Rnth'
Adams, editor of Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,

said she knew of only one American TV network
'

news program which had mentioned it. However, a
’

Washington correspondent of the Japanese news-
paperAsahi Shimbun, with a national circulation of
7.5 million, reported on it at length and his storyhas
excited much comment in Japan.

At Harvard University, Dr Matthew Meselson,

professor of Biochemistry and one of the experts-
who reviewed PowelTs article, commented: "It
rings completely true but in ray opinion what the

U.S. gained from the deal with the Japanese was
worthless information because there is no practical

way that it could have been converted into the kind
ofweapons Americans could have used.”— (ONS)

Thatcher facing growing revolt over policies
By Michel Martm-Jtoland

LONDON—
Halfway through her first term of office, British

Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher is being accused,

even in her own cabinet, of leading the Conserva-
tive Party to electoral suicide by stickingobstinately

to austerity policies. It is a month since “the iron

lad/' reshuffled her ministerial team, shunting
aside those moderate ministers who were the most
openly hostile to her strict monetarist line. But a
good half of the new cabinet, according to the Brit-

ish press, bas returned to the charge.

Important ministers such as Peter Walker
(agriculture), James Prior (Northern Ireland) and
Michael Heseltine (environment) are today making
scarcely veiled criticisms which repeat the argu-

ments advanced by the most moderate elements of
the Conservative Party. They .are alarmed by the

social consequences of three million unemployed
and the political fallout of seeing the electorate

flock to the new Liberal-SocialDemocrat Alliance.

They are not far from adopting the analysis of one
of the leading moderates, Sir Jan Gfimour, who was
dumped from the cabinet last month.

This weekend he called on Mrs. Thatcher to give

up her mid-term economic strategy. Sir Ian, who.
was number two at the Foreign Office, said the

policy of fighting inflation by squeezing public

spending and imposing severe credit controls had
completely failed.

That disaffection would not overly upset Mrs.
Thatcher, where it not that Sir Ian hasnow said he is

prepared to move into active opposition. He envis-

ages voting— and getting others to do likewise—
against the government if Mrs. Thatcher*s most
loyal Chancellor of the Exchequer Sir Geoffrey
Howe presents parliament with a deflationary

budget for the third year running.

Sir Ian reckons a “substantial” number of Tory
MPs might show tbeir disagreement in such a case,

thereby producing an open crisis likely to throw the

prime minister's leadership into question. The
weeks ahead look like being marked by direct con-
frontation between the “ Wets” as the press here has
dubbed the Tory moderates, and the treasury,
which at Mrs. Thatcher's request, wants to make
another turn of the screw to lop off six billion

pounds from public spending in the coming finan-
cial year.

The annual election of the party leader takes
place next month. The Wets, if they fail to bend
Mrs. Thatcher's determination to stick with her
toughiecooomic policies, are held to be prepared to
put up a candidate against her asa warning. Already
mentioned is Geoffery Rippon, who was in the
cabinet of Edward Heath, whom Mrs. Thatcher
replaced as party leader. Rippon has let it be known

he would be ready, even if only as a symbolic ges-

ture. to contest the leadership poll.

Such a jolt to the party, unprecedented for the

Tories when in power, looks almost unavoidable.

Mrs. Thatcher could agree to alter her tone and to

present her policy for national recovery more

"

humanely. But she remains convinced of the accu-

racy of her analysis of the situation and cannot

change her economic policy, even partially, without

serious damage to her credibility.

Faced with a growing revolt, the prime minister,

has nonethelesssome not insignificant political aces

to play with.

The official opposition Labor Party continues to

tear itself apart between its moderate and far-left

wings. The new centrist option of the liberal and .

Social Democrat Alliance, for all that it is ahead in

opinion polls, has not yet come up with any alterna-

tive policy worthy of the name.

And in the Conservative Party itself, a good
umber lower-level MPs would hesitate if they
had to disavow their current leader. To turn against
her now would amount to an admission that the
government had inflicted years of unnecessary dis-
comfort on the country. That would be an avowal of
defeat it would be difficult to make up for with the
electorate. (AFP)

Tunisians to elect new parliament
.TUNIS—

For the first time in 25 years of independence,

Tunisian voters will be able to choose between vari-

ous political parties, including the Communist
Party, in parliamentary elections scheduled for

Nov. 1 . However, despite the democratization of

Tunisia’s political life by Prime Minister Muham-
mad Mzali, the Destourian (constitutional) Social-

ist Party (DSP)— hitherto the only legal political

grouping — is virtually certain to win an over-

whelming majority of the National Assembly* s 136
seats when three million voters go to the polls.

A country of 150,000 square kms-a little larger

than England—Tunisia is sandwiched between two
powerful neighbors, Libya and Algeria. Yet it has

succeeded in maintaining its pro-Western and rela-

tively liberal policies throughout its quarter-

century of independence.
Tunisia’s veteran President Habib Bourguiba,

79, founded the DSP— under another name— in

the 1920s as the spearhead of his struggle against

French colonial rule. After the French left in 1956,
Tunisia became a one-party state though firmly

linked with the West.
Since taking over the government last year, Mzali

has worked ceaselessly to persuade Bourguiba —
still the last word in all major decisions — that
complete political freedom would not plunge the

/

-country into anarchy and chaos. Tunisia's move
toward opening up the political process to all is

attributed largely to Mzalfs determination and agfl-

ity.

His efforts have won him a certain popularity. As
Bourguiba’ s designated successor and secretary-

general of the DSP. Mzali can expect to lead the

party to an electoral triumph less sweeping but infi-

nitely more significant than the 99-percent

endorsements it obtained in previous plebiscites.

The DSP is the only party to put up lists ofcandi-
dates iu each of the 23 constituencies. In each con-

stituency, several deputies are being elected in

Accordance with the number of votes won by their

party's list of candidates.

The ruling party’s prospects were further

enhanced by an alliance with the labor federation,

the General Union of Tunisian Workers (UGTT),
after more than three years of conflict between the

government and the unions. The conflict erupted
Jan. 26, 1 978, when food riots allegedly instigated by
the UGTT degenerated into an urban insurrection.

More than 100 people died in street battles, arson

and looting. The UGTTs secretary-general at the

time, Habib Achourn was sentenced to 10 years in

prison as an alleged ringleader. Though now out of
prison, he is confined to his home for health reasons
and remains barred from all union and political

activity.

The PSP’s National Front, made of itself, th

UGTT, and the national organizations of emf
loyers, farmers and women, is the only politics

groupingThat will constest all 136 seats.
The Democratic Socialist Movement (DSM) <

former Defense Minister Ahmad Mestiri, locate
on the right of the political spectrum, put up 30
candidates and isexpected to do well in some areas
The leftist Movement of Popular Unity(MUPi

advocating a kind of anti-Soviet Marxism,put up 5
candidates, and the Tunisian Communist Part)
strongly influenced by the “Eurocommunism” i

nearby Italy, has 42 candidates. Whateverthe el«
hon outcome, no change is expected in Tunisia'
policies.

There are 15 women candidates, including lb
prime minister’s wife. r-.-;
Khelife Abid, the UGTTs deputy secrehtfy

general and National Front candidate inJBizert*
told an audience the unions have become; com
pletely reconciled with the government and ‘‘ar

campaigning in all sincerity beside the DSP
’

Some isolated incidents were reported during.th
early stages of the three-week election campaign
such as fistfights or stonethrowing between rivfi

groups, but in general the unprecedented politics
debate has been free of violence.—(AJ?) -
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Hong Kong controls
illegal immigrants
By Gerry Aziakodn been responsible for roughly one third of all

Hnxr/i irrsMo t * . .
major crimes here. But Alan Mason, a top

tion ft™!, rJ-
6, Blegal imrxugra- offirial of the security branch, said there was

p™1
!
"h«* only a year ago no evidence that illegals who slipped in after

teSfiSi fif
HonS Kong, has now October 23 were involved in a big way.
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been brought under control, with a reported
90 percent drop in the number of illegals
caught trying to sneak m .

“We’ve put the lid on illegal immigration"
claimed a police spokesman. Since Oct. 23
last year when the government, in a highly
publicized policy shift, introduced tough
anti- illegal immigration measures, 11,000
illegals have been repatriated to China,
police said.

Secretary for security Lewis Davies mean-
while said that on the basis of the police’s
current evasion ratio, one illegal slips in for
every two orthree caught— the underground

Mason indicated that most illegals were
now believed to be carrying forged indentity

cards, which he said, cost about $333.
To prevent such forgery and root out the

remaining illegal immigrants here the gov-

ernment plans to introduce, in about two
years* time, new identity cards which will be
linked to a computer. It also made itemphati-
cally clear that there would be no amnesty for

illegal immigrants. Police information indi-

cates smugglers of illegal immigrants were
periodically spreading rumors of an amnesty
to attract more customers.
The syndicates are reportedly offering

illegal immigrant community was believed to 5,000 package deals" providing for fotged
nU

'r“
5er between 1,500 and 5,500. identity cards, a car trip from pre-arranged

The new policy involves stepped-up pat- spots near communes in China to the border.

numoer between 1,500 and 5,500.
The new policy involves stepped-up pat-

rols of land and sea borders by security
forces, a requirement that Hong Kong resi-
dents must carry an identity card at all times
coupled with hefty fines against abetters of
illegals and employers who hire them. It has
enjoyed broad support from local public
opinion as well as active cooperation from
Chinese authorities across the border.

Davies nevertheless urged continuing vig-
ilance by security forces, warning that there
was still a“substantial reservoir*' of potential
illegal immigrants in China's neighboring
Guangdong provice.
The local media have meanwhile been

debating whether there is any link between
the presence of underground illegals and the
rising crime rate.

Statistics say that Chinese criminals, who
enter Hong Kong after January 1978 have

border crossing by speedboat and informing
relatives here of arrival. In most cases the
money is paid by relatives here, police said.

While until now attention has been focused
exclusively on the illegals, governor Sir Mur-
ray Madehose recently voiced unhappiness
at the rate of legal immigration from China,
which runs at 55,000 yearly. The figure

includes some Chinese citizens who enter
Hong Kong legally on tourist visas but who
remain.

“We would like to see the number (of legal
immigrants) brought down." said a govern-
ment spokesman.
But Chinese authorities are under tre-

mendous pressure to allow Chinese citizens

having strong family ties with Hong Kong to

come here and they are unlikely to agree to

any drastic reduction, he added.

Poles face hardships,

they dread the winter
By Peter Millar

WARSAW. Poland (R)— The long, flat

road from Berlin to Warsaw which has known
the tramp of jackboots and the shuffle of

refugees, says much about eastern Europe’s

situation since the upsurge of Poland's entire

labor unrest.

For the travelerwho leavesfrom West Ber-
lin, an enclave of Western opulence and
street violence, the first landmark is Check-
point Charlie, that most famous gap in the

most tangible form ofthe Iron Curtain— the

Berlin Wall.

Then the futuristic architecture, restored

Prussian palaces and decrepit flat blocks of

East give way to motorway all the way to the

Polish border.

“Last exit in the German Democratic
Republic,” the motorway .signs proclaim.

Since the growth ofthe free trade union Sol-

idarity, East Germans have been forbidden

to travel to Poland.

Polish cars entering East Germany are

rigorously searched for“anti-soaa!ist prop-

aganda." Two Polish pianists due to play at

East Berlin's October arts festival were

expelled from the country because they

wanted to perform wearing Solidarity

badges.

On the other side of the border initially

things are much the same. It is, after all, the

same vast plain that reaches from the Rhine

to the Russian steppes.

But the only motorway in Poland is an

apparently incongruous stretch from Wroc-

law in the southwest to the East German
border. It was built by Hitler when Wroclaw

was Breslau and much of present-day Poland

German. No-one talks much about that.

Winter is on the way and its impact on

Poland, totteringg on the brink of economic

collapse, is clearly dreaded. Already a grey-

white sky hangs over stubble fields and pine .

forests, tike a sodden blanket saturating

everything.

Small boys emerge from the trees to flag

down motorists and sell newly-picked mus-

hrooms for hard Western currency. Their.

elders are not far behind, approaching stop-

ped cars attempting to change money on the

black market at five times the official rate.

Horses and carts or tractors are the main
traffic on the road. Petrol stations are dosed
or have signs saying “empty”. A few would-
be drivers stand by a line of deserted cars

discussing the possibility of supplies arriving

that day.

It is 25 years since the first major worker
revolt in Communist Poland. In Poznan,
where almost 1 00 people died in the suppres-

sion ofriotsin 1956, awoman lays a wreath at

the huge monument erected this year,

inscribed with the words “for freedom, jus-

tice and bread.'*

It bears the dates of subsequent outbreaks
of worker unrest, some more bloody than
others, up to 1980 — date of the Gdansk
strikes and the agreements that gave birth to

the Solidarity free trade union movement.
Solidarity posters are stuck up in the

streets. Some are defaced, but to the visitor

from East Germany it is a scarcely believable

freedom of expression. No posters in East

Berlin or Dresden are defaced. No posters

there attack official policy.

Nearer to Warsaw the petrol queues are

longer. More than 30 tractors stand idle at

one filling station. But well-wrapped peasant

women at the roadsides sell the few passers-

by plentiful supplies of apples and tomatoes.

On the outskirts of the Polish capital,

queues at filling stations are miles long and

growing as motorists find themselves with no
cboioe but to pull in and wait hours if not

days.

Warsaw itself is noise and bustle, the

streets full of people, most of them queueing
at butchers, cloches shops, shoe shops, or for

taxis.

Here there are not the flashy Mercedes of

West Berlin, nor the ungainly Wartburgs of

East Germany but hordes of tiny fuel-

efficient 650 CC Polski Fiats scuttling about

until even they run out of petrol. People

complain of the shortages, rationing, price

rises.

Crime ‘locks up’ Fla. town;
tourists are discouraged

By Dan Sewell

GOLDEN BEACH, Florida (AP) —
Determined to remain a tropical coast of pri-

vacy and safety, this wealthy seaside town has

closed all but one road leading to the rest of

Dade County, where violent crime has

skyrocketed: Six roads to the town havebeen

blocked off, and final plans were being made

(his week to erect a blockhouse with a gate at

the remaining open street, the Strand, with

around-the-clock guards to check each

incoming car.

There are also plans to add to the 13-man

police force that patrols the town of 800 resi-

dents, and to install a direct police telephone

line so residents won't have to route their

calls through the country's 911 emergency

system. ...
The idea is to keep out criminals, curious

tourists from nearby hotels, joggers and any.

Haitian refugees who might land at this

northeastern Dade beach in their flight from

poverty.

Where six roads once led from the busy

state highway that runs down the middle of

the town, there are now dirt mounds with

newly planted trees. High fences protect the

northernand southern flanks, and police plan

increased patrols of the intracoastal water-

wav to the west and a 1 . 1-mile (0.8km) strip

of Atlantic Ocean beachfront to the east.

For now, a police car is parked by the

Strand, which runs west from route A1A to

the area where most of the town*s 280 houses

stand. The Strand is now the only entrance to

tire western part of town.

The town has no restaurants, no parking

meters, no stores, no billboards, no gas sta-

tions. no high-rise condominiums or motels

and by a three-year-old ordinance, no pedes-

trians “walking three abreast

Mayor Irving Schulman calk it“one of toe

more affluent communities in the south.

Pop singer Barry Manflow maintains a home
here for his mother. A millionaire industrial-

ist is another resident. Kentucky state Gov-
ernor John Y. Brown, who founded the Ken-

tucky Fried Chicken restaurant chain, has a

house in Golden Beach. There’s also “fam-
ous doctors, lawyers, businessmen — you
name it, we’ve got it,” Schulman said.

“Pm in favor of closing the whole kit and

caboodle with just the Strand open with a

policeman," said resident Bertha Slavin,

complaining about outsiders who wander in.

“I’ve called the police several times about

these rather disreputable-looking people.

They should not be allowed to walk here”

“What we’re trying to do here is keep this

community what it is, a beautiful, safe place

to live,” said Police Chief Dick DeStefanL

“Dade County— you just can't believe the

rise in crime," he said. "I did 23 years in the

New York City Police Department, but I

believe this area to be worse. So here in Gol-

den Beach, We’re trying to forestall this.”

The number of incidences of violent crime

in Dade County, Which takes in the city of

Miami, shot up 96.4 percent between 1979

and 1980, and its total of 32,221 violent

crimes last year ranked behind only much

larger New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.

So far this year, 18 burglaries and no viol-

ent crimes have been reported in Golden

Beach. One breach-in this year netted

$200,000, but DeStefani said most residents

store their wealth elsewhere.

The plan is to create a veritable fortress of

solitude here is unanimously popular. Resi-

dents on one beachfront, to the east of the

state highway, don’t believe they’ll benefit

from the blockhouse checkpoint, which will

cost at least $30,000. But dty officials prom-

ise patrols of the beach will be increased.

“We believe we have a right to keep our

city the way it is," Schulman said.“We have a

right to privacy and security."

DISARMAMENT RALLY: A view of the crowds in London during the recent raffles for the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. Above left, the tiwwp—Hk *r

who gathered in Hyde Park; above right, the demonstrators paw through Trafalgar Square.

Expedition wants to search Mt. Ararat

Noah’ s Ark said to overlook Turkish frontier
By Steven R. Hurst

ANKARA, Turkey (AP) — Despite lack

of scientific documentation, a 24-year-old

American says he’s convinced Noah's Ark
came to rest and is still sitting on towering
MlArarat’s north slope 30 kilometers (18
miles) from Turkey’s heavily guarded fron-

tier with the Soviet Union.
But as far as Turkish officials are con-

cerned, Scott Van Dyke's going to have to

wait at least one more year to prove his con-

viction.

“Maybe we'U say ‘ok’ next year,” said an

official of the interior ministry after Van
Dyke was refused permission earlier this

month.
Van Dyke, an amateur mountaineer and

oil purchaser for a petroleum broker in Hous-
ton, Texas, recently spent two months in the
Turkish capital trying to convince the
authorities that the ark really sits astride

snow-capped Mt. Ararat and that he should
be given a chance to prove h.

He came close to getting permission, but
the ministry of interior approved one hurdle
too many. By early October the Turkish
Militaty general staff, the ministry oftourism,
the ministry of youth and sports, the foreign
ministry and the ministry of culture had ail

said it was all right with them if Van Dyke
poked around the mountain in search of the
vessel.

But the ministry of interior, citing a 1972
regulation that forbids foreigners from climb-
ing the mountain, refused final permission

and Van Dyke packed his bags and went back
to Houston.
Turkey’s sensitivity about Mt. Ararat and

expeditions searching for the ark are due to

the fact the Turkish government doesn’t want
to annoy ft* s Russian neighbor. The Turks
fear a foreign climb might include intellig-

ence experts who could install spy devices on
the mountain that would peer across the
nearby border into Soviet Armenia.

Van Dyke insists the ark sits between the

13.000-foot (3,960m) and 14,000-foot

(4,270ra) levels on the 16,946-foot (5,1 65m)
mountain, on a ledge carved out of the north

face.

“The ark has been seen on at least five

occasions Van Dyke said during a recent

interview before leaving Ankara. He claimed
a Russian pilot flying in the area in 1916
spotted the ark. The last Russian,czar before
the 1917 revolution sent a team of 150 sol-

diers and scientists to Mt. Ararat, he said, to

document the sighting. But afl the documen-
tation was lost in the Russian revolution. Van
Dyke said.

In the early 1920s, Van Dyke added.Jacob
Cucurian. an Armenian then 1 9 and living at

the foot of the mountain, was taken to visit

the ark by his father. Cucurian now lives in

the United States.

“Cucurian has given this expedition direc-

tions to the ark," Van Dyke said.The climb is

non-technical and can be completed in 12
hours, he said.

More power
toyour elbow!

Electrolux UZ 925

/TT With 800 watts of sheer

-v / suction power, the Electrolux

Mr UZ 925 vacuum cleaner tackles

f the toughest cleaning job.
F And the unique 15 litre double-

/ W capacity dust bag makes cleaning
/ x even easier

/ because it

/ M saves you from

/ X replacing the

/ x bag so frequently.

/ x Yet the Electrolux

/ x uz 925 goes on

/ X working wfiti the same

/ x powerful suction even

/ x when Ihe bag fills up.

/ M It weighs only 7 KG
' x (15 lbs) which makes it light

fa,

m

and easy to handle through The unique double-capacity dust

W/ the house - bag of the Electrolux UZ 925.

7 So call in at your nearest Electrolux showroom for a demon-
' stration and see how the Electrolux UZ 925 can add more power
to vour elbow.

A 1

Electrolux

The Electrolux UZ 925
comes equipped with a

standard range of practical accessories

General Agents in Saudi Arabia

IBRAHIM SHAKER
Jeddah 644-6233 - Riyadh 402-4199 - Al Khobar 864-2189
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Senate panel seeks

limiting CIA spying
WASHINGTON, Oct. 28 (AP) _ The

U.S. Senate Intelligence Committee has
recommended that the Ronald Reagan
administration abandon its plan to allow the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to infil-
trate and try to influence domestic organiza-
tions.

After a one-hour closed meeting. Sen.
Barry M. Goldwater, the committee chair-

man, said Tuesday the panel would recom-
mend that the administration abide by the

restrictions on CIA infiltration ofU.S. groups

South Africa denies

fresh attack on Angola
PRETORIA, Oct. 28 (Rj — South Africa

Wednesday denied Angolan charges that its

troops had attacked southern Angola again.

Angola accused South African forces Tues-

day night of trying to capture the town of

Cahama. some 200 kms inside Angola to the

north of the border with Namibia (southwest

Africa).

South Africa launched a 13-day strike into

Angola two months ago to attack Namibian
bases but said it withdrew on Sept. 4. Angola

alleges however that more attacks were made
this month and that South African troops

now occupy almost all of southern Angola
between the Cunene River and the Namibian
border.

It said the latest strike, which occurred

Monday, was intended to coincide with the

presence of a Western mission seeking to

achieve Namibian independence from South

African rule.

imposed by President Jimmy Carter in Janu-

ary 1978.
Goldwater also announced the committee

had completed its investigation of William J.

Casey and that“no basis has been found for

concluding that Casey is unfit to serve as

director of central intelligence." Goldwater

said the staff will write a report and recom-

mendations on Casey, but declined to say

when that would be finished. It was not

known what those recommendations would

be.

Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan. the panel's vice

chairman, saidthafthe ultimate findings will

await the conclusion of that report." The

committee has been studying a draft presi-

dential order governing intelligence agencies

which was prepared by the Reagan administ-

ration as a replacement for Carter' s order.

The Reagan draft would have given the

CIA its first authority to infiltrate and secretly

try to influence the activity of domestic

groups. Infiltration could be authorized “for

any lawful purpose" as determined by the

CIA chief or his designee.

Under the order, any attempt to exert

influence on such groups could be under-

taken if the attorney general found that con-

stitutional rights would not be violated. Car-

ter's order restricted both infiltration and

influencing basically to the FBI, and required

the approval ofthe attorney general for both.

Democratic Congressmen had criticized

the Reagan proposal as an intrusion on civil

liberties. They said it is unnecessary in view of

the FBI’s existing authority and possibly viol-

ates the National Security Act of 1947 which

banned CIA domestic activity.

^MER FDR BABYANDYOU
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Brunch
Bonanza

every Friday
Continental
and Oriental

Introducing another of America’s favourite pastimes, the

Brunch’ - the meal that American families have been enjoying for

years.
.

It’s always served at the weekend when there’s plenty of time to

meet new friends and get acquainted over a leisurely meal.

So every' Friday morning, the Hyatt Regency Riyadh starts you

off with freshly - squeezed orange juice and takes you gently through

to dessert buffet...phew!

Bring the family tomorrow, bring friends, bring everybody - we II

have a big Brunch bonanza in store for you all.

Tremendous value for 60 SR. between 11am - 3pm and there s

a special deal for kids.

HYATT REGENCYJ0RIYADH

Airport Road Redec Plaza TeL (01 )
477-1 11

1

Other H> ait Hotels in the Middle East: Hyatt Regency Kuwait HvJtt 0,r°

Other Hyatt Hotels in Saudi Arabia: Hyatt Regency Jeddah Hyatt Yanbu Hyatt Glun

Everest storm recalled
SAN FRANCISCO, Oct. 28 (AP) - A

“relentless storm which hurled boulders
and froze water in minutes foiled a bid by a
mountain climbingexpedition to be the first

to scale the east face of Mount Everest,

team members say.

Everest, at 29,028 feet (8,848 metere)
the tallest peak on earth, lured a 15-

member expedition from the United States
in mid-August, including Richard Blum,
the husband of San Francisco Mayor
Dianne Feinstein.

Blum and the group' $ adviser. Sir
Edmund Hillary, who suffered cerebral
edema at the high altitudes, left the climb-
ing party in early October.

Blum met the seven members who flew
back to San Francisco Monday after he got a
dispatch from expedition member Chris
Jones, a San Francisco management consul-
tant, describing the storm thatwiped out the
climbwhen the party was 7,728 feet short of
the summit.

Jones said a storm “moved in relentlessly,

tearing down tents at base camp and drop-

ping two feet of snow. "The wind ham-

mered in from the south and the tempera-

ture plummeted. At breakfast the next day.

Dan Reid (a Concord cardiac surgeon)

poured water into his cup. When be picked

it upacouple ofminuteslater, the waterwas

frozen.”

Jones was suffering from pleurisy and

Louis Reichardt climbing leader, was fight-

ing shoulder problems and was unable to

cany loads to help establish a camp above

the helmet camp at 21300 feet.

The dispatch said there was stunned sil-

ence at rhe buttress camp when Rei -

chardt’s voice crackled over the radio: “I

think we should abort and call for the yaks.”

As the team abandoned the mountain, a

flying boulder from a section of slope cal-

led “Bowling Alley" put a gash in Reid’s

shin. He made the rest of the descent with

the aid of pain killers.

FBI agents crack down
on black terror groups

BRIEFS
KAMPALA (R) — Bob Astles, a British

road engineer who became a close aide of

former Ugandan President Idi Amin
, was

acquitted Wednesday ofa murder committed
in 1977 but sent back to prison under a gov-
ernment detention order. Judge Seth Man-
yindo told the Uganda High Court that the

prosecution had failed in a week-long trial to

prove that Asrles, 58, bad killed- fisherman

Henry Musisi on Lake Victoria on May 31
four years ago.

ATLANTA, Georgia (R) — Andrew
Young, former U.S. ambassador to the

United Nations, was elected mayor of

Atlanta Tuesday in a straight contest against

white state legislator Sidney Marcus. He won
55 percent of the vote in a poll that generally

followed racial lines. Fifty-six percent of

Atlanta's 190.000 voters are black.

WASHINGTON (AP) — An interna-

tional conference to help disabled children

and their families in developing countries will

be held near here next week, the Hope Insti-

tute for Health Policy announced. The meet-

ing will be held at Hope's international head-

quarters at Millwood, Virginia, and will be

attended by doctors, special educators and

other experts from India. Brazil, Egypt, Mex-

ico, Peru, Kenya. Philippines, Nigeria,

Poland, Jamaica and the United States.

ROME (AP) — Prime Minister Indira

Gandhi of India will pay an official visit to

Italy Nov. 9-12, official sources said here

Wednesday. Mrs. Gandhi is also scheduled to

deliver an address to the 147-nation confer-

ence of the Rome-based U.N. Food and

Agriculture Organization.

NEW YORK, Oct. 28 (R) — FBI agents

seized another suspect as a hunt for violent

radicals widened Tuesday while an inquuy

was ordered into charges that police staged a

mock execution of a Black Panther already

arrested.

Federal Bureau of Investigation agents

raided a house in Mississippi and arrested

Cynthia Boston, “minister of information”

for what the FBI called a terror group named

Republic of New Africa. Miss Boston was

accused of taking part in the plotting of last

week’s abortive $13 million holdup of an

armored security van in suburban New York,

in which two policemen and a guard were

shot dead and four radicals arrested.

fo New York. William Kunstler. veteran

defense lawyer of American radicals, charged

that Nathaniel Bums, a fugitive Black

Panther arrested in a gun battle with police

last Friday, was beaten and terrorized after

his capture. Kunstler said a police officer

knocked Bums to the floor of a cell, put a gun

to his head and pulled the trigger four times in

a mock executution aimed at forcing him to

talk.

Kunstler also alleged that police poked

lighted cigars into Bums' arm and beat him so

badly that he had to be taken to hospital

Judge James O'Donoghue, who held a bed-

side arraignment Tuesday of Bums on

attempted murder charges, ordered an

inquiry into Kunstler' s allegations.

Bums was arrested after a wild car chase

and gunfight with police Friday -in which

Samuel Smith, a black militant who was with

him
,
was shot dead. Police said they were

certain that Smith took part in the holdup.

In the Mississippi raid, an FBI spokesman

said dozens of agents swooped on a house

where several radicals who had fled New
York immediately after the raid had taken

refuge. .
-

But they found only Miss Boston, whose

revolutionary group had not until Wedtie*

day been named as a target of the intensive

FBI and police roundupoffugitive radicals, ;

;

Manv of them have been sought since .the
‘

violent anti-Vietnam war days ofthe 1960s..

The FBI thinks the raid was theworkofan
alliance of radical groups including the _

Weather Underground, the Black Liberation ...

Army and the May 19 Coalition.

Relief groups to meet
GENEVA. Ocl 28 (R) — The RedCrori

movement will focus on the growing problem

of refugees during a scries of meetings on its

humanitarian role which starts in Manila ..

Thursday.
Delegates of the International Committee T >

:

of the Red Cross (ICRC). National Red
Cross or Red Crescent societies, and the. 149

governments which have signed the Genera- -

war conventions will aim to strengthen the',

worldwide relief effort.

The most important meeting of the tour-

yearly session will be the international con-. T

ference of the Red Cross, grouping the three;

main members of the Red Cross movement
from Nov. 7-14. -

'
-

Cars Direct from ~

Germany
Mercedes Benz, BMW. Porsche, Audi,

Your choice in type, age end equipment,

guaranteed excellent condition, attractive
’

prices. Contact naan

Autohaux Kammlar — Rothsteln,

Frankfurter Str. 71-75, 6238 Eachborn.

West Germany. Telex: 410322.

DRAWINGS,
Printed 8i Folded
all in ONE go

Now Riyadh House Establishment introduce

for the first time in the Kingdom the

HARPER AUTO FOLDER to be used with the

HARPERMAT1C system central copier of

engineering drawings.

The HARPER AUTO FOLDER automatically

determines the size and number of folds

required to obtain the desired finished size

regardless of the original format of the

engineering drawing.

The HARPER AUTO FOLDER’S operator

controls one designed for maximum simplicity

of operation and although the finished print

size would normally be set at A4, the operator

can select alternative sizes as required.

it can fold primed sheets not more thanAOand not

smaller than A3. The Harper malic system 9

copier can be used with other HARPER B

accessories,all interchangeable.

HARPER AUTOROLL FEEDER
(for using upto 3 rolls 1

HARPER AUTO SHEET DISPENSER
(for using sheets instead of rolls)

HARPER AUTO SORTER
(for sorting printed drawings into AO, A 1

,

A2, A3, and A4 spots)

HARPER Auto Sorter
For use with theHarpermatic System9 (CentralCoper Unit)

IRE HARPERAuto Folder

COMPLETE HARPER SYSTEM 9+AUTO FOLDER

For further details, please contact

Lmwsy]
House Establishment

Riyadh. Drawing machine dept. Tel:4059952, 4021741.4021743

BRANCHES: Riyadh, Jeddah.Dammam.Al-Khobar.Makkah, AI-Jubay^Khamis Mushayt.Al-Ahsa.Yanbu&Gassim



Think twice beforeyou buya Lift Truck

Thinkonce-doyou want the best in lift trucks?The answer is Caterpillar.

Think twice-doyou want the best in back up service?The answer is Zahid Tractor.

When you buyanyone of the40 models of
Caterpillar LiftTruck you’re buying a piece of
precision engineering with 75 years of
experience and technology behind it - but
that’s not ail; you’re acquiring Zahid Tractor’s
unique and comprehensive facilities -

* expert adviceon choice of LiftTruck
most suitable foryour material handling
requirements.

* a complete Preventive Maintenance
service.

* Kingdom-wide parts& Service
availability.

* operator training.

Mast
Besides giving the

necessary and excellent

visibility, mast shocks
are transmitted to the

special masts'frames and
not to the drive axle which
can severely affect the

operator’s performance.

Tilts

Because the tilts are pin mounted this results

in more flexibility and prevents leakage.

Serviceability

No daily lubrication points and only 8
lubrication points needing lubrication at 500 hour

intervals, combine with easy access to all major

components simplify servicing and reduce
maintenance costs.

Why Zahid Is best.

These are facilities you cannot afford to be
without - that’s why you buy a lot more than a
lift truckwhen you buy Caterpillar. That’s why
it will pay you to thinkonce . . . think twice.You
will never regret buying a Caterpillar.

WhyCaterpillar is best
Reliabilityand quality

Caterpillar LiftTrucks are designed by experts;

manufactured from top quality materials and
components.

Strength
The full box section

design frame is closed

on all four sides using

heavy duty steel offering

extreme resistance to the

strains of severe application.

P.M. Service
Preventive Maintenance is a carefully planned

systematic programme of inspecting, testing,

adjusting and servicing carried out by trained and
experienced engineers using specially designed
tools and equipment. P.M. keeps your Lift Truck at

peak performance and reduces the chances of

costly breakdowns and major repairs.

Parts
Zahid Tractor provide an 87% parts

availability throughout the Kingdom.

OperatorTraining
We train your LiftTruck Operator in

the best use of your machine - the
‘right’ and ‘wrong’ about LiftTruck

operation and the day-to-day
maintenance.

Engine
Caterpillar Lift Trucks are powered

byCAT& PERKINS, engines known for

their reliability, durability, simplicity of

design and excellent performance.

Transmission
Heavy duty powershift transmission

allows on-the-go shifting, increasing

your Lift Truck’s productivity.

Steering
Fully hydrostatic steering mounted

on a massive steel beam has no

periodic lubrication points, providing

durability, ease of handling, and

less maintenance.

Vehicle range
Over forty different models for your

to choose ’from 1 to 27 tons - diesel,

petrol, LPG or electric powered with

cushion, or pneumatic tyres. There are
hundreds of different attachments
available for handling all kinds of

material.

Every lift truck in the big
Caterpillar range is built to the
same exacting standards and
backed up byZahid Tractor’s
first class service.

So think once, think twice:
think Caterpillar and Zahid Tractor.

Zahid Tractor
JEDDAH: P.0. Box 1588, Kilo 5, Makkah Road,
Jeddah Tel: 6876386 Tlx: 401042 ZATRAC SJ
RIYADH: P.O. Box 814, Kilo 17, North Khurais Road,
Riyadh Tel: 4647263/4647257/4647246
Tlx: 201 129 ZATRAC SJ

CMntw Caisnd OwvTrMtwM 0» T«e»f Co

T

DAMMAM: P.0. Box 579,

Al Khaidia Area. Dammam
Tel: 8572593/8572595/8576559/8579730

Tlx: 601080 ZATRAC SJ

JUBAIL: P.O. Box 184, Jubail

Tel: 3417349 Tlx: 632011 JABEEN SJ
ABHA-KHAMEES: P.0. Box 598,

Abha Ring Road (Opp. Abha Dam), Abha
Tel: 2240667 Tlx: 901045 ZATRAC SJ
GASSIM: P.O. Box 987, Medina Road
(near Airport), Gassim.

TABUK: P.O. Box 461,Tabuk
Tel: 4221426 Tlx: 821085 ZHDTBK SJ
MEDINA: P.O. Box 2816, Medina
Tel: 8225483

AVAILABLE
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ON THE OCCASION OF

Tfie T(,ew®S^af
GREETINGS TO

His Majesty KING KHALED BIN ABDUL AZIZ

His Royal Highness

Crown PRINCE FAHAD BIN ABDUL AZIZ

Deputy Prime Minister

His Royal Highness

PRINCE ABDULLA BIN ABDUL AZIZ

Second Deputy Prime Minister

and Commander ofthe National Guard

BELL CANADA offers sincere congratulations and best wishes

MAY GOD AND HIS WISDOM GRANT CONTINUED
PEACE, PROSPERITY AND PROGRESS TO THE KINGDOM IN

THE YEAR 1402 , AND ALL THE YEARS TO COME

BELL CANADA managers in the kingdom rejoice with
THE PEOPLE OF SAUDI ARABIA

4
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Canada
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18% rise in exports
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Japan trade surplus hits $12b
TOKYO, Oct. 28 (R)— Japan recorded a

$ 1 -.20 billion trading surplus in the first six
months ofthe financial year ending last April,
the Finance Ministry said Wednesday.

This heavy trading imbalance, which has
been causing a rising chorus of complaints
from the United States and Western Europe,
compares with a trade surplus of only $959
million in the first six months of the previous
year.

The ministry said exports in the first half of
the year rose 18.9 percent to $75.48 billion.

while imports only increased 1.2 percent to
'$63.28 billion.

The current account surplus in the first

half, taking invisible earnings into account,
stood at $4.84 billion in surplus compared
with a $5.54 billion deficit in the first half of
last year.

The release of the figures coincided with a

call from leading Japanese businessmen

Wednesday for the liberalizing of imports in

response to criticism from European

Economic Community (EEC) countries.

A spokesman for the powerful Federation

EECagrees on oil crisis plan
LUXEMBOURG. Oct. 28 (R) — Euro-

pean Economic Community (EEC) energy
ministers have agreed on a series of measures
aimed at preventing sharp rises in spot prices
for oil when supplies drop below normal
levels.

A statement issued after a day-longed
meeting said ministers had agreed to
promptly meet at the request of the EEC
Commission in the event of a limited drop in
oil supplies.

They would then review several pos-
sibilities which include: asking oil companies
to refrain from abnormal purchases, use of
commercial stocks in preference to new pur-
chases, replacement of oQ by other forms of
energy in the public and private sectors and
the maintenance of high domestic production— a reference essentially to British oD sup-
plies.

The measures are to be applied when sup-
plies are reduced, although not low enough to

meet the International Energy Agency (IEA)
definition of a crisis. The LEA of which all

EEC countries except France are members,
has^ already set up a program of oil-sharing

should supplies fall by more than seven per-

The ministers failed to agree on commis-
sion'suggestions that they might authorize the

reduction of compulsory stocks from 90 to 85

days in such periods and that well-stocked

states might divert incoming supplies of oQ to

others to ensure that no stocks fell below the

85-day level. Instead, they requested the

commission to produce a further report on
the use of obligatory stocks and such possible

diversions of incoming supplies.

Spiralling prices on the spot market in

1979 following the Iranian revolution led to a

decision by the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) to raise their

official prices and EEC countries have been
seeking for over a year to agree on measures
to avoid a repetition.

ofEconomic Organizations (Keidanren) said

the businessmen would urge the government

to remove non-tariff barriers, reduce import

tariffs and generally open up the Japanese

market to foreign goods.
Keidanren President Yoshihiro Inayama.

who recently led an official trade mission to

Western Europe, was surprised by the sever-

ity of attacks by individual countries on
Japan’s growing trade surplus and the closed

nature of the Japanese market, the spokes-

man added.
Inayama, former chairman ofNippon Steel

Corporation, will reporton the visit Thursday
to Prime Minister Zenko Suzukui, Foreign

Minister Sunao Sonoda and International

Trade Minister Rokusukl Tanaka.
The visit to Europe came at a time of heigh-

tened trade problems between Japan and the

EEC and fears that this year's bilateral bal-

ance could produce a record $15 billion in

Japan's favor.

Wednesday's announcement points
toward a surplus of over $20 bAlion forecast

here recently by some economic organiza-

tions. The record full year trade surplus

reached by Japan was $20.53 billion in the

financial year ending March, 1979 and the

biggest current account surplus $14 billion

seen in the previous financial year.

The latest figures on goods passed through

Japanese customs show Japan recording par-

ticular success in the export of ships,

machines and machine tools, electric and
electronic goods, especially video tape recor-

ders, and steel. However, car exports have

declined owing to voluntary export restraint

by Japanese companies.

Dollar loses ground on European exchanges
By. J. H. Hammond

JEDDAH, Oct. 28— The dollar closed
weaker on the New York and European
exchange markets Wednesday. Dealers
attributed the fall to profit-taking and posi-
tion cutting on the dollar, with market sen-
timent swinging back from the overreaction
for the dollar seen during the past few days.
Eurodollar deposit rates remained firm
though and Federal Reserves “Fed fundsT
rates averaged at 15 percent in New York
Tuesday night.

The local markets saw riyal rates remain
relatively firm with some demand shown for
short-dated funds despite regular liquidity
injections into the banking system. Long-
term riyal deposits were also unmoved, tak-
ing one-year rates to 14 7/u-l 5Va percent by
close of business.

Despite indications from the Federal
Reserve Board in New York that a tight-
monetary policy would continue for some
time yet, the dollareased back in New York
on profit-taking. The European central
banks had also been active throughout most
of Tuesday and Wednesday, in supporting

their national currencies sensing that mar-
ket sentiment had now swung the other way
against the dollar after its recent rise. The
Polish situation continued to loom and in

the background, but the financial markets
had begun to discount the political aspect in

evaluating the dollar value. The surprising

aspect was that Eurodollar deposit rates

remained firm for most of the day after also

closing strong in New York Tuesday night.

The three-month Eurodollar deposit rate

was trading at 16 7/16-16 9/16 percent,

which is not significantly different from the
opening levels. Earlier on in the week, the

one-yeardollar rate was also comfortable at

16 9/16-16 11/16 percent with all indica-

tions that "Fed funds” would remain firm

this week, then the 1 7 percent level could be
reached for long-tenor dollar deposit.

On .the exchanges, the British pound and
the French franc continued to behave errat-

ically with the former not capitalizing on the

recent United Kingdom interest rate hikes.

Sterling closed in New York at 1.8109
levels, but remained within the range of
1 .8000- 1 .801 0 for most of Wednesday. The
French franc which had reached the low of

5.7960 against the dollar Tuesday could
only manage just a 5.780 levels at best
against a weaker dollar. As for the German
mark, vigorous support intervention by the
German Bundesbank, pushed the dollar'

mark rate up from 2.3200 levels to trade at

23010 levels Wednesday.

The local exchange markets were quick
to note, the reversal, albeit of a temporaiy
nature, of ihe dollar performance and
adjusted their spot dollar by riyals rates from
opening level of 3.4200-10 to 3.4195-05.
By close business little interbank business
was done, but some selling pressure built-

up on the dollaroutof the Bahraini-based
OBLTs — offshore booking units. On the

money markets, short-term riyal deposits

rate rose slightly by late morning as some
demand was reported from the Jeddah

Clearing Bank. Two-week fixed rival rates

were quoted at 12-13 percent, while the

one-month was quoted at 13 '.4-13% per-

cent by close of business. Dealers reported

some lending interest in the six-month
tenors, but actual activity was small with

rates running at 14T's-I5V« percent.
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Consumer prices Brandt warns Turkey of aid cutoff
rise m France
PARIS. Oct. 28 (AFP)—Consumer prices

went up an overall 1.1 percent in France last

month, making 13.9 percent in a year, tbe

National Statistics Institute has said.

Food rose 1 .8 percentmanufactured goods
0.8 percent and services 1.2 percent. Figures

also showed that private sector manufactured
goods increased 0.9 percent, private sector

services 1 .5 percent and public service tariffs

1.3 percent.

Foreign Exchange Rates
Quoted at 5:00 P.M. Wednesday

SAMA Cash Tntnsfer
Bahraini Dinar 9.08 9.08
Bangladeshi Tetka — 1420
Belgian Franc (1,000) — 9125
Canadian Dollar 283-50
Douche Mart (100) 148,70 14830
Dutch Guilder (100) 134:75 134.60
Egyptian Pound — 3.75 4.13

Emirates Dirham (100) 93.70 93.15
French Franc (100) 59.40 5920
Greek Drachma ( 1 .000) 55.00 5830
Indian Rupee (100) — — 3720
Iranian Riyal (100) — —
Iraqi Dinar — —
Italian Lira (10.000) 2830 2820
Japanese Ten (1,000)

'

1433,
Jordanian Dinar ‘10.15 10.09
Kuwaiti Dinar 12.10 12.08

Lebanese Lira (100) • 73.00 7235
Moroccan Dirham (100) 61.45 6420
Pakistani Rupee (100) 34.80

Philippines Peso (100) — — 4330
Pound Sterling 635 6215
(•atari Riyal (100) 94.00 94.05

Singapore Dollar (100) — 162.65

Spanish Peseta (1,000) 35.00 34.80
Swis* Franc (100) 180.80 179.95

Syrian Lira (100) 58.60 6335
Turkish Lira (1,000) — — —
U S. Dollar 3.43 3.425

Yemeni Riyal (100) 7535 7530

SdHng Price Buying Price

Gold kg. 47,385 47285
10 Tolas bar 5.527 5307
Ounce 1.474 1,464

The above cash and transfer rates are sup-

plied by Al-R«jU »Company< for Currency

Exchange & Commerce, Gabd St. Tel.

6420932. Jeddah.

BONN, Oct. 28 (R)— Former West Ger-

man Chancellor Willy Brandt warned the

Turkish military junta Wednesday that

Socialist parties in several countries would

oppose economic aid to Turkey if there was

not a speedy return to democracy.

Brandt, speaking as president of the Social-

ist International, said in a press statement

that members of the organization were

deeply distrssed by the junta's decision 12

days ago to dissolve political parties.

The same applied to reports that charges

were being laid against former Turkish Prime

Minister Bulent Ecevit, whose Republican

People's Party was a Socialist International

member.
Brandt said many Socialists bad assumed

the military leadership would honor pledges

to return Turkey to democarcy, and this was

"a precondition for a number of social democ-

ratic parties not opposing continuation of

economic aid."

Describing recent decisions by the junta as

unacceptable. Brandt said the Socialist Inter-

S. African rand
touches new low
JOHANNESBURG, Oct. 28 (R) — The

rand feU to a record low of $1,027 Wednes-
day amid concern over South Africa's

economic prospects.

The currency has lost 24 percent against

the dollar since hitting a peak of just over

$ 1 .35 at the start ofthe year. Rising inflation,

a serious balance of payments problem, and
an economic slowdown in South Africa are

largely blamed. Against a weighted average-

of the currencies of major trading partners,

the rand has declined 12 percent this year.

The governor of the Reserve Bank,

Gerhard de Kock, predicted Tuesday that

. South Africa would have a lower economic
growth rate in 1982. Growth has dropped to

around four percent this year after reaching

eight percent in 1980.

3

Dear Consignees,

YUSUF Blfa AHMED KANOO have the pleasure to ann-

ounce the eta's of the following vessels to the indicated

ports on the prescribed dates:

NAME OF VESSELS

VILLE DE ANVERS

S+RATH CONON

HOEGH PILOT

SHIPPING
LINES

ARRIVAL
PORT

(N.C.H.P.) 31-10-81 Dammam

(O.C.L.) 30-10-81 Dammam

31-10-81 Jubail

You are requested to collect the delivery orders by submit-

ting your Original Bill of Lading to avoid any delays.

Agents:

Yusuf Bin Ahmed Kanoo
DAMMAM
P.O.Box 37

JUBAfl RIYADH

P.D.B.122 P.O.Box 753

Tel : 8329622 Td: 4789496

national wanted Turkish leaders to “speed up

energetically the reintroduction of par-

liamentary democracy."

The junta defended the dissolution of polit-

ical parties at the time as part of a plan to

establish a new democracy free of corruption

said to be rife in the system it overthrew.

Brandt' s warning followed recommenda-
tions this week by the Bonn parliament's

economic cooperation committee that 460
million marks ($200 million) in planned aid

to Turkey thisyear be suspended untildemo-
cratic rule is restored.

Tbe proposal which must be approved by
the Bundestag (lower house), is expected to

figure in discussions when Foreign Minister

Hans-Dietrich Genscher visits Turkey next

week.

London Commodities

Closing Prices
Wednesday Tuesday

Gold (S per ounce) 429.25
SQver cash (pence per ounce) 499.05

3 months
Copper cash

3 months
Tin cash

3 months
Lead cash

3 months
Zinc cash

3 months
Aluminium cash

3 months
Nickel cash

3 months
Sugar January
March
Coffee November
March
Cocoa December
March

519.50
905-50
935.50
8152.50
8350.50
385JO
398.25
51IJ)0

5 25.TO
6 J 6.00
640.75

2803.50
2862.50
159.25

167.00
1138.00
1145.00
1157.00

1160.00

428.75

495.25
515.50
906.00
935.75

8159.00
8362.50
38425
39625
505.00

519.75

620.00
645.25

2832.50
2918.50
•155.75

162.90

1118.00
1124.00
1 162.00

1166.00

BIG SALE
up to

* 40%
discount

Starting from 31,October

For French & Scandinavian

Dresses.

Note: Prices fan pounds per metric ton.

The above prices are provided by Saudi Research&
Investment Ltd., P.O. Box 6474, Tel: 6653908,

Jeddah.

CENTER OF MODERN DESIGN
THE ADIL KHASHOGGI BUILDING, AIRPORT ROAD

ACROSS FROM MINISTRY OF EDUCATION - TEL: 478-1772 - 478-6940 RIYADH.
*

TTTIM'J r:n
Dammam

NOTICE TO CONSIGNEES
Following vessels are expected to arrive Dammam under

our Agency:

VESSEL'S NAME E.T.A. CARGO

1

FROM

SAUDI AMBASSADOR 27-10-81 GEN. Europe

SAUDI CLOUD 28-10-81 GEN. Europe

LUCY -

1

30-10-81 GEN. Antwerp

AUDAX 30-10-81 GEN. India

EPTEHAL-4 30-10-81 GEN. India

GUIYANG 05-11-81 GEN. China

MALDIVE TRADER 03-11-81 GEN. India

RECENT SAILINGS

VESSEL'S NAME ARRIVED SAILED FROM/CARGO

NEW PANTHER 20-10-81 21-10-81 China/HK/Gen.

PANCHABHA-3 25-10-81 25-10-81 India/Containers

MALDIVE UNITY

^

23-10-81 25-10-81 Colombo/General
,

-4

0 11

JatexYsOIOII KANOO 31. T«to- 631051 Telex: 201038 KANOO SJ.

All consignees-having cargoes on above vessels are requested to
contact uj and to collect delivery order immediately from our office

against submission of Original Bill of Lading or Bank Guarantee.

ORRI NAVIGATION LINES
ORRi Building King Khaled Street. P.O.BOX 1504 Dammam,

Tel: 8348469—8326644—8349809—8325762, Tlx: 601052 ORRI SJ.

Arabian Navigation

& Shipping Co. Ltd.

barberlines)

P.O.Box 293. D«m rr.-.irr.

Ttv 8339975
Toltfx : 601012, 60 1447

RiyafJn, T •

:

' 477^376
Tirk-x : 200596

ANNOUNCES
THE ARRIVAL OF THE FOLLOWING VESSELS AT DAMMAM.

VESSEL'S NAME FROM CARGO ARR/ETA

ZARKA Pakistan Rice 25-10-81

AUSTRALIA STAR N.Zealand
Australia

Cnntairer 27-10-81

COTTON TRADER Pakistan General 30-10-81

KUWAIT EXPRESS Europe Cont./Gen. 2-11-81

PIONEER LEADER U.S.A. Cars 4-11-81

BOHEMUND USA. Cars 9-11-81

JINMU MARU USA. Cars

TARIFA Europe Cont./Gen. 16-11-81

VESSELS CALLING AT JUBAIL

DAPHNE 'Europe

SIG BARGE Ras Ah
Khaima

Aggregate 24-10-81

VESSELS SAILED SINCE LAST ANNOUNCEMENT

I
v.mmm
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d^^ABDUL GHANI EL-AJOU CORR

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES

. ...

of their

showrooms
in Riyadh

Facsimile Machines
MoneyCounting

Machines. Typewriters Instant Photography

FABCO PRIZE RESULT
The following are the winners who participated in the Lucky Draw of fabco prize

coupons cut off from boxes of"softy and fancy
1
' facial tissues, mteddy. bear baby diapers

and "famina” ladies napkins

pri-90 Name Address

Calculators.

7

Surveying
"

.
Instruments

Mailing
Systems

Photo Copiers
Filing +

Retrieval Systems
Microfilm Systems'

Prize

Car with A/C

Video set

Color T.V.

—do

—

—do—
Radio Cassette

—do—
—do—
—do

—

Camera

—do

—

—do—
—do

—

—do

—

—do

—

—do

—

—do

—

—do

—

Hair Dryer

—do—

—do

—

—do

—

Electrocardiograph Equip. • X-Ray Equip. • All kinds of Microscopes.

Orthopedic Equipment • Gynaecological & Paaderiotic Equip.

Medical & Laboratory • Incubator, Resuscitation & Intensive Care equipment

Blood Cell countring Machines. • Dental Equipment & Furniture

f&SPBCIAL 10%*
l DISCOUNT
on each Invoice at
pnamntmtfon of

» this coupon
5 UP TO 20 DEC. 1981 S

a

—do

—

Abdul Rahman Issa Shumari

Saleh Issa Faifalan

Aii Ma'lla Murda'i

Zohour Al Akkad

Fayyaz Karim

Mohd Salman Nasser Washami

Mukhtar Abdul Rahim Fathalia

Mohd Abdulla Ahmed Kama!

Muna Youssef

Salem Saleh Asslam

Hussain Abdul Malik Sabban

Rifaat Abdul Karim Ismail

Dakhil Al-Abdulla Al-Massoud

Mohd. Hamad Al Abdan

All Al-Abdulla Al-Mohd. Ai-Amri

Abdul Rahim Al Arabi

Annamma Samuel

Huda Abdul Rahman Abdulla

Abdulla Faqir Mohd. Aii

Mamdouh Hamed Yadlawi

Ahmed Abdulla Safi Baqasl

Abdou Sadik Hassan

Ilham Issa Said Al hossain

Clarita Benson

Amai Sfiahata Khalil

Noreen Yasmeen

Aleyamma Thomas

Salwa Ibrahim Alshawi

Sawar Police Station

Mecca Tel. 5747039

Jeddah Tel. 882965

Riyadh Tel. 4350037

Dammam Tal. 8326093

Qassim Tel. 3235122

Riyadh Tel. 4918695

Mecca Tel. 5741971

Dammam Tel. 83321 1

1

Hofuf Tel. 26458

Riyadh Tei. 4044831

Dhahran Tal. 42313

Zulfl Tel. 4221621

Dammam Tel. 8322918

Qaaslm Tel.

Khobar Tel. 8643062

Khobar Tel. 8641011

Abqaiq Tel. 5661335

Dammam Tel. 23927

Dammam Tel. 4821

1

Riyadh Tal 4043732

Dammam Tel. 8323333

Hassa Tel.

Riyadh Tei. 4763532

Hayel Tel.

Riyadh Tel. 4351621

Khobar Tel. 8641418

Khobar Tel. 8648410

Our Corporation enjoys more than 25 years of experience in

the Kingdom and are ready to cater for all of our customers

requirements in Riyadh and all cities in Saudi Arabia.

m ABDUL GHANI EL-AJOU CORRH
ho ftivADH an rjyaoh jeooah. dammam khobar.

HO RIYADH TEL: 405 0738 405 1747 404 1717 404 1883

Petrol
Station

Toww
LL Bldg.

Others have also won prizes in free cartons of Softy tissue cartons and footballs. These

prizes will be distributed to winners. Winners are requested to contact FABCO offices

at Dammam Industrial Area on Tel.83-34771 or 83-24477 for receiving their prizes

or arranging delivery to them.

"USE FABCO PRODUCTS" AND WIN PRIZES......

. -7tm l gr

..UU ii:.:
»•*»“**

FOR SALE
ENTIRE

EQUIPMENT FOR
PRECAST- FACTORY

EXAMPLE ON MAIN ITEMS

:

PRODUCTION
• GANTRY CRANES

• OVERHEAD CRANES

• WALL BATTERY

• BATCHING PLANTS

• GENERATOR STATION

• COMPRESSOR STATION

• MOULD -TABLES

TRANSPORT
AND ERECTION
• TRUCKS

• SLAB -TRAILERS

• WALL -TRAILERS

• MOBILE -CRANES

• ERECTING -TIES

RIYADH JEDDAH DAMMAM
RO. Bax 2815 P.O.Box203 P.O.BOX1581

Tel: 465 7604 - 4658711 Tel: 667 3010 6659266 Tel: 832 1777

Tlx:203556 SAMINRSJ Tlx: 401180 ARNDASSJ TIs 601044 ARNDASSJ

OR 38528 PAID-UP CAPITAL S.R. 2*2 MILLION

f

«

l.A. w ,
ATT 1WV jjU

m J m'Jil Vl-u Si

*-p J*W r- \ • Jy6

ti* l-tu<

TAT. j*

IV VTI/Wll j/£

- J r>vn „-£c

THE EQUIPMENT WILL ONLY BE SOLD
AS AN ENTIRE UNIT

PLEASE CONTACT

SAUDI ABV - PRECAST BUILDING - RIYADH
TELEPHONE NO 4762466 - TELEX NO. 201239 ABV SJ

ji,~ Jit.. jjJ. T«t 4.
.j.
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Ajax records facile

victory over Ahli
By Peter Rodrigues

JEDDAH, Oct. 28— Displaying splendid
touch soccer Ajax of Amsterdam outplayed
Ahli a local outfit, before recording an impre-
ssive 3-1 victory in a friendly tie at the Jeddah
Stadium Wednesday night.

The maroon and white brigade from the
land of the windmills, green fields and canals,

proved more than a match for the local team.
They displayed tremendous coordination and
packed a lot ofpower in their boots. Besides,
precision was their strong point.

But the gallant Ahli, never threw in the
towel, despite conceding two goals they
fought for all their worth and almost restored
parity but Imad Khojali proved a conspicu-
ous offender. This inside forward, besides
muffing a spot kick, wasted two sitters and
both the occasion he "had just the rival goal-
keeper at his mercy.

The local squad began on an impressive
note and raised visions of an upset win when
Amin Dabu, the fox as he is nick named, the
most impressive forward stretched the Dutch
goalkeeper completely with a splendid on-

the-run-shot down the right flank. But that

was about all in this half, cause as the Dutch
got into their strides, Ahlfs goal-bearing

moves were few and far between.

Ajax, who once boasted of the World Cup
star Johan Cruyffwithin their midst took time

to settle down, but once they did they held the

lion's share of the exchanges and virtually

toyed with their opponents. With their attack

moving on greased wheels, they shot into an

early lead through Eisch Nichon who neatly

leaped to nod home a Van Bough cross.

Nichon struck once again in the 20th minute

with a stinging grass-cutter to the for comer
of the net.

The switch of ends saw the local outfit in

better light as they had the Dutch defenders

guessing for a brief spell during which they

wasted a spot kick. However, their efforts

were rewarded in the 6 1st minute when Dadu
found the mark with a deft placement.

But once the Dutch got their third goal in

the 72nd they once again held sway before

coming out trumps. With this Ajax concluded
their Seiko-sponsored tour in which they had
played against Hllal in Riyadh Monday. They
won 3-0.

U.K. outofWorld Bridge
PORT CHESTER, New York, OcL 28

( AP) — The last deal of the World Contract
Bridge team championships here Tuesday
uight eliminated the British team that h»*H led
for most of the event. It also set an interesting
problem for the non-playing captain of the
American team which beaded the standings.
The British began the final qualifying

round needing nine Victory Points of a poss-
ible 20 against Argentina to guarantee a
place in the semifinal playoffs.

They seemed likely to achieve that score
but a heavy loss on the last deal left them only

eight points, and the South American champ-
ions advanced. Eduardo Scanavino settled

the issue by bringing home a contract of five

clubs doubled that could have been defeated

by a different opening lead.

The other qualifiers were the United

States, Poland and Pakistan. The rules per-

mitted the Americans to select their semifinal

opponents, because they had headed the

qualifying standings, and Tom Sanders, the

American non-playing captain, chose

Poland.

Borg drops set to Krishnan
TOKYO, Oct. 28 (AP) — Second-seeded

Bjorn Borg of Sweden eliminated India’s

Ramesh Krishnan 6-3, 4-6, 6-2, in the first

round match of the $300,000 Seiko World
SuperTennisTournament here Wednesday.
Borg's victory w31 pit him against Ameri-

can Tim Gullikson on a specially built court

covering the site of the 1964 Tokyo Olympics
Swimming Pool.

In other first round matches, No. 5 Vitas

G&rulaitis of the United States beat fellow

American Joel Bailey 6-4, 5-7, 6-1;

Australian PhD Dent struggled to a 6-3, 7-6

victory over American Victor Amaya and
American Chris Dunk defeated fellow

American Drew Gitlin 6-2. 6-7, 7-5.

In the first round doubles top-seeded

Americans John McEnroe and Ferdi Tagyan
eliminated <countryman Mike Estep and
Australian John Fitzgerald 7-5, 6-3.

BRIEFS
LONDON, (AFP)— British featherweight

boxer Pat Cowdell outpointed American
Eddie Richards over 10 rounds Tuesday
night m Wolverhampton.

YAMOUSSOUKRO, Ivofy Coast, (AFP)
— Timo Salonen of Finland in a Datsun has

taken the lead after the first 1,257 kilometers

(785 miles) stage of the Ivory Coast rally,

Tuesday.

LONDON. (AFP) — Leroy Boone of

California is the new opponent of British

heavyweightchampion Neville Meade for his

ten rounds top of the bill fight at the Royal

Albert Hall, London, on Tuesday. Boone

looked agood deal more formidable than the

original opponent Tony Severance, who was

rejected by the British BoxingBoard ofCon-
trol as an opponent for Meade because they

claimed he was unsuitable.

’ PEKING, (AP) — China’s badminton

team completed a 9-0 sweep againstPakistan

Tuesday night in the Asian West section pre-

liminaries of the Thomas Cup Tournament,

the Xinhua news agency reported.

MOSCOW, (AP)— Maya Chiburdanidze
has retained herWorld Women’s Chess title,

the Soviet news agency Tass reported. The
20-year-old, of the Soviet Union, wrapped
up the title with a victory Tuesday over Nana
Alexandria, also of the Soviet Union.

$
HAJI ABDULLAH ALIREZA

& CO.LTD.,JEDDAH
v- AGENTS OF

M NIPPON YUS£N KAISHA

Announce the arrival of
following vessels as on the
dates shown against each

MV WAKAURA MARU VOY46
WITH VEHICLES

ON 29-10-81 (E.T.D. 30-10-81)

MV TENJINMARU VOY29
WITH CARS

ON 29-10-81 (E.T.D. 30-10-81*

CONSIGNEES HAVING CARGO ON THESE VESSELS ARE REQUESTED
TO CONTACT US IN ORDER TU OBTAIN DELIVERY ORDERS

HAJI ABDULLAH ALIREZA & CO. LTD.
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT, 12TH FLOOR ALIREZA CENTRE
KING ABDUL AZIZ STREET. P.O. BOX 7158. JEDDAH (S.A.I

CABLE: ZAINALREZASHIP
TELEX: 401037 ZEREZA SJ. PHONE; 22233 EXT. 313-360 298

A good bargain

on a good vehicle

SAVE
Buy a jeepcar-

SUZUKI LJ.80
4\A/D 4CYLINDER.

Bugnertodon
gloves again
LAS VEGAS. Navada, Oct. 28 (AFP)

— Britain's former world heavyweight

title contender Joe Bugncr is to make a

surprise comeback against the latest

“great white hope” Gerry Cooney of the

U.S.

Bugner. 31. broke the news himself

here Tuesday saying that he had accepted

“at least between $100,000 and 200,000”

to take on the hard-hitting Cootiey at Las

Vegas on December 5.

Cooney is due to fight Larry Homes for

the World Boxing Council (WBC) title

next March and intends at least one

build-up fight.

The lrish-American from New York

was originally down to fight Eddie “ani-

mal" Lopez, but the Mexican slugger

recently pulled out.

Bugner, now based in Los Angeles, is a

former British and European champion.

Sixth game put off
NEW YORK, Oct. 28 (AP)— The si

game of the 1981 World Series was post

poned by rain Tuesday with the Los
Angeles Dodgers leading the New York
Yankees 3-2 in the best-of-seven set. Game
Six will be played Wednesday night at

Yankee Stadium with a seventh game. If

necessary, on Thursday night.

» — r_ .

Swansea, Notts make early exit
LONDON, Oef . 28 (AP) —Third Division

Lincoln City produced the shock result of
Tuesday night when they went to Notts
County and knocked the First Division side
out of the English League Cup in the second
round.

After 1-1 draw in the first-legtwo weeks
ago—when two County players were sent off

— Lincoln won 3-2 for a 4-3 aggregate with

goals from Tony Cunningham after three

minutesand two more in the second halffrom
Glen Cockerill and George Shipley. .

County, playing before a paltry home
crowd of 6,292, needed a Dow Masson pen-
alty and a late goal from Gordon Mair to give

the score Some respectability.

The other big surprise of the night came at

Swansea where the high-riding First Division

side went out against Second Division Barn-
sley in a stormy tie in which eight players
were cautioned.

Swansea's task was tough from the start,

trailing 0-2 from the first-leg against one of
the Second Division’s hardest sides.

They pulled back the two goals to level the
aggregate score at 3-3 after 90 minutes but
Barnsley substitute Neil Cooper scored seven
minutes from the end of extra-time for a fine

4-3 win over the two legs. Two minutes after

the winner. Swansea's Neil Robinson and
Barnsley’s Winstone Campbell were both
sent off for fighting.

Mighty Arsenal of the First Division

almost became another casualty against Shef-

field United, three divisions lower. Trailing

1=0 froth tbe first-leg in Sheffield, Arsenal

took the lead after 26 minutes through big

centraj defender Willie Young but needed an

extra-time goal from Alan Sunderland to

book their passage into round three.

Last year’s beaten League Cup finalists

West Ham beat Derby 2-0 with two goals

from Paul Goddard to go through 5-2 on

aggregate, while Gordon Cowans notched

both Aston Villa’s goals in the 2-1 win at

Wolverhampton. ViUa qualified by an aggre-

gate score of 5-3.

Ipswich sailed into round three, adding
three first-half goals through Gates. Stcggles

and Mariner to the one scored at Leeds in the

first-leg.

Brighton squeezed through against Third

Division Huddersfield Town with two goals in

the last three minutes ter a
‘

2-1 aggregate
scoreline. Huddersfield dominated for long

periods and were unlucky not to knock out

their First Division opponents.

Evenon qualified for round three with a 1-0

win at Coventry, Mick Ferguson scoring foe
minutes from time.

nglish Soccer results

"Build
Car Confidence

"

with Shalwa-Western Auto Products

a
...

.;** •
-

"'V'

2HJ 1 WJ9 NOW!

MOSQUtU)

- A MODERN CAR TIRE, PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
CENTER AWAITS ALL CAR OWNERS. COMPLETE MODERN
EQUIPMENT TO INCREASE OPERATING EFFICIENCY, ENSURE
SAFETY AND ADD LONG LIFE TO YOUR CAR. BUY SHALWA-
WESTERN AUTO TIRES AND BATTERIES AND GET FREE
INSTALLATION.

SHALWA SHALL BE GOOD TO YOU INMORE WA YS THAN ONE

-KOZAKS
nOrtiUS) 0 CAR CARE CENTER

P.O.BOX 3790, TELEPHONES: 4544608 * 4544612
NORTH OLAYA ROAD, RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

mi..*

r *| SUZUKI

Pay only SR 10,000,

instead SR.13,650.

Do’nt miss this opportunity.

It's for a short period.

Serves your different purposes

Challenging to difficult roads

An all purpose vehicle of real joy.

SUZUKI SAUDIA
P.O. Box: 3728. Tel: 6364550 / 6433016.

Telex 4013S2 ViAKOUF SJ Jeddah. Saudi Ara

fabuk:<C4 42j 23720

Dammam: (03) 832-2609
Fdviidh '01

: 402-0633

su*UJLb Kherms Musheat: (07223) 9372
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Your Individual

Horoscope
===== Frances Drake

=

FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 29,1981

What kind ofday will tomor-

row be? To find oat what die

stars say, read the forecast

given foryour birth Sign.

HUES
[Mar.21toApr.19)

Altruism motivates you.

Music and art should be in-

flnriert on today’s agenda,

four sympathetic advice is

ippreriated by a friend.

rAURUS H/Zrf
[Apr, 20 toMay 20) °w
Consider investing in an art

jbject A dose tie shows an
nwMijai personality facet Ex-

pect some small gains in the

business area.

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)

You're busy with routine

matters, yet happy in your

work. Tenderness and sen-

sitivity are key words which

applyto partnershipmatters.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)

Work is inspired. Musicians

and artists have special luck.

Enjoy recreational pursuits

with family. A date may be

changed at the last minute.

(July 23 to Aug. 22)

You’ll hear some happy
domestic news. Keep in touch

with relatives. Romance is

faswraiting now, but at times

may be quite bewildering.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept 22)

You’ll enjoy shopping trips

or visiting relatives. An ar-

tistic urge puts you in the

mood to decorate. Trust that

flash nf intuition.

libra _n_rj
(Sept 23 to Oct 22)

—* “

Find an artistic outlet for

your creative imagination.

Tfoprg«B8 appreciation in a

thank-you note. Shopping trips

leadto bargains.

SCORPIO m
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)

u^ntr
Shop for gifts. Appreciate

the difference between in-

dividuality and rebellion.

You’ll go your own way now
and won’t brook interference.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

You’re in a humanitarian
mood and want to help those

less fortunate than you. Catch
up on imfinishpd bufpnesfl, hnt

save time for privacy.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22to Jan. 19) XJ«FT
You'll get a boost from im-

portant contacts. Romance is

special, with tender moments,

of togetherness, but avoid a
tendency to fantasize.

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20toFeb.l8)

=~5J
A twist of circumstances

woks to your advantage.

Social life leads to romantic
encounters. Friends are
helpful in businessmatters.

PISCES
(Feb.19toMar.20) ^
Consult with advisers about

financial or educational mat-

ters. You're charismatic now
and will make a favorable im-

pression anhigber-ups.

DENNIS the MENACE

"Wanta puxASP/fiiil, Mr. Wilson ? The one who
gives THE OTHER 6UYA HEADACHE FIRST, fl/NS !

*

ambnews Calendar
SAUdlARABlA
THURSDAY
9:00 Oman
— ReSgioiB Program
— Cartoon,
— Children's Magsrine
— Aftah Yi Sinuun
— Arabic Senes
— Animal World
— Selected Program
— Sports and Youth
4:15 Sports Program
— Children'» Garden
— Religious Program
— Different Strokes

7:45 Eogfcb News
— English Song
— Ikhtirnu Lai-iun. Arabic

Program

9:00 Arabic Ntat
— Program Preview

— Arabic Daily Series

— Selected Songs
— The Thursday Night Sbow.

Arabic

Ras A! Khaimah
5:45 Quran
6:00 Geoigt
635 Bonanza
7:15 Hands in the Son
7:40 Star Trek
8:30 Get Smart
8:55 Feature
10:20 RoOin on the Rivcr

1 0:30 Indian Feature Film

SAUDjARABIA
Afternoon TranmtuloD

DUBAI
Channel 10

5:00 Oman
5:15 Religion* Talk!
5:30 Cartooni

6:00 Cartoon Series

b:30 Children-

« Serial

7:00 Two Faces Far 1 Problem
8:00 Local New*
8: LO TV Magazine
9:00 Arabic Drama
10:00 World New*
10:30 Soogi And Program Pre-

view

11:00 Arabic Theater Arabic
FOm
12:00 Engfish Fita
1:30 Qoaedowii

OMAN
4:02 Quran
4:10 Religious Talk
4;18 Proyam Preview

4:20 Cartoon!
4:50 Zeineh (Arabic Cartoon)
5:20 Song
5:30 Illiteracy Leauna-Uook 2
6:00 Education and Lift, Man
and Machinery
6:48 Song!
7:00 Amongst Youth
7JO Daily Arabic Serin
830 Omni Song
8:30 News
8:50 Songs
9:00 HaioricxJ Series — The

Palace Pearl. The Night
Granada FfcH. A Delegation of

Witnesses
930 News
9:45 Variety

Bahrain
Channel 4
4:00 Quran
Religion* Talk
4JO Program Preview

4:25 Cartoons

5:00 Football

6:00 RelfeioiB Program
7:00 Da3y Arabic Serial

8KM Arabic News
8-JO Family

9JO English News
9:45 Tomorrow’s Programs
9:50 Flying High

10:45 Arabic FDm.

DUBAI
Channel 33
6:00 Quran
6:15 Cartoons

635 The Moppet Show
7:00 Link House on the Prune
7:30 hhmnc Horizons

8:00 Local New*
8:05 New Land
9.00 The Aphrodite fctbentance

HhOO World News
10:25 Last oT the Summer Wine
10:50 Dog A Cat
1 1:40 Pride and Prejudice Tate
of Two Cities

That Thmdgy

Opening
Holy Quran
Program Review
Gems of Guidance

-

Light Music
Top of the Pops
Marie of Relax
On Islam

Billboard's Hot 50
Ugfat Musk
News
Press Review
Light Mask:
Islam the Divine Truth
Garlands in Cash
Light Moot
oiedown

Evening Thuax6siH
Time Thmaday
8:00 Opening
8:01 'Holy Quran
8:06 Program Review

Gems ol Guidance

Light Music
The Evening Show
Eveft Her World
Welcome!
Wodd Classics

New*
S. Chronicle

Music Worldwide
Pol Fontri
Today’s Short Story

Concert Choice

A Rendezvous with Dreams
Oosedown.

BBC

l.-oo

1:01

1:06
1:07
1:12

1:20
1:50

2:15

2:25
235
3:00
3:10
3:15
330
3:30
3:45

3=50

8:07
8:12

8:15
8:45

900
9.15
930
9.40
9:45
10:13
10:45
11:00

11:45

12:00

Radio Francaise
SECTION FRANCAISE DJEDDAH-

Luugius j tPoudesa
— FM 98 Megrikrtx:

—OndeCourtc 11355 Mrgriirrft dans laMade
des 25m.
— Omte Moytunt: 14S5 KOatefUdausk baude

dot 202ra

Vacation de la tarffcre dd Jcraril

BbOO Ouvtrtnre;
BbOI Vcrects Et Coaunentake;
8hl0 Muoquc antique:
8h!S Bonjour;
8h20 Varietes;

8h30 Magazine de la Scmamc;
8M5 Orient Et Occident;
8h50 Muxaqne;
9600 InJbtnatioaJ.

9hIO Umriere nr le* mfotmatiou*.

9hlS Varietes.

9b30 line Eattatai religlwe: LesCorapagnons
du Prophet
9MS Varietes.

°hS8 Orotne.

flan:
I8b00
I8WJ
18hl0
I8bl5
18b30
18b45
Amis:
19hl5
I9h25

Vacation A Soiree de Jtndl

Ouveitnre;
Vesans Et CwmnenMire;
Mutique Cbstiquc;

Varietes:

Fmission Qriturdfe: tfArabpan Is Radio
EMi*rion de Varietes. Murique coat

Le Rayamne snr la vuoe de ptogres;

Mnriqne-.

Tbmsday

0700 Ncwidesk
0730 Classical Reerod

Review (ez 15th.

bnentadoua] Soccer

Special)

0745 financial New*
0755 Reflections

0800 WotUNcwa
0809 TWenty-Rrar Horn*

:

News Summary
0830 Waltz
0845 Use World Today
0900 Newsdesk
0930 Nature of Notebook
0940 The Fanning Wedd
1000 World New*
1009 Twenty-Four Hons*

:

News Summary
1030 Music for String* Golden

Treasury
1045 Network ILK.
1100 World News
1109 Reflection*

1115 Golden Treasuiy

(ex 15th. Inter-wttofwt SOffMT

1230 John Fed
1200 World New*
1209 British Pres* Review
1215 The World Today
1230 Financial New*
1240 Look Ahead

1245 Rock Salad

0115 Lued of (be Files

0130 MyMnoc
0200 World Nctra
0209 New* about Britain

0215 The Art of biography (ex

29th. Six Irnh Writes*)

0230 Assignment
tOOO Racflo Newsreel
0315 Top Twenty
0345 Sports Rotasd up
(MOO World New*
0409 Twenty-Four Hours

:

New* Summary
0430 Network UJL
0445 The Pleasure’s

Your*

0530 Disarray
0600 Radio Newsreel

0613 Outlook
0700 Wodd Newt
0709 Commentary
0715 Assignment
0745 The World Today
0800 Wodd News
0809 Meridian
0840 Waveguide
0845 Sport* Round-up
0900 World News
0909 News about Britain

0915 RatSo Newsreel
0930 Take it or leave it (ex 1 st.

Radio Pakistan
THURSDAY

Morning
Frequencies: 17662. 17845.21700 (KHZ)
Wavelengths: 16.98, 16.81. 13.82 (meieis)
7:45 Religious Program
8:00 Nnn
8:10 Instrumental Musk
8:15 Pakistan is Ours
8:30 Commentary
9:00 News
9:03 Pakistan's Progress Path
9:23 Folk Musk

VGA
Thursday Schedule

0600-0700 Daybreak ; News,
Reposal and Topical Report!
0700-0800 The Breakfast
Show : News. Informal Presen-

tation

0800-0900 DabybreafcareaJrfast
Show
1800 News Roundup
1830 VOA Magazine Show
1900 Special Engfish New*
1910 Special Engfifh Science
and Technology Report
1915 Special EngEsh Feature :

The Making of Nation

1930 Now Music-USA
2000 News Roundup
2030 Dateline

2100 Special English New*
2110 Special EngBsh Science
Meter KHx

(1800-0100)
197 15260*

197 15205
255 11760
307 9760*
309 910V
497 6040*
498 60iy
238 1260*

Frequencies: 179 It, 21485. 21755 (KHZ)
Wavelengths: 16.74, 13-96, 13.79 (meters)
4:30 ReHgious Program
4:46 Qawalk (Devotional Mask) .

3:15 Drama — “Yooaaf Bin Tashficcn”
5:43 Film Musk
6:00 New
6:15 Preai Review
6:20 Commentary

MAKKAH
Farottq Khoqair Pharmacy

BStI Pharmacy

Al-Ahli Pharmacy

TAIF
AUShih Pharmacy
Semran Pharmacy

Al-Sorour Pharmacy
RIYADH
Ai-SaqqoT Pharmacy
AFSbaabeyyah Phannxcy

Al-Awda pharmacy

ZaiH/am Pharmacy
. AFSharq (Orient) Pharmacy

BABA
Ai-Rahwa Pharmacy

Bnjnsm
Al-Rafltfl Phannacy

DAMMAM
Osama Phatraaey

ALKHOBAR AND THOQBA
AFSbarq (Orient) Pharmacy

QATIF
Al-Mehana Pharmacy

RAMMA
Al-Hhal Pharmacy

JUBAIL
AFRari Phsnnacy
BOFOF
Arix Pharmacy

Al-Ghazzafa

Mawour Street

AMSbamiyaii

King Faisal Street

AFMesyri, Northern Sbobads
Htwaya. Near Al-Sorour dime

Mankuha Main Street

lmcneaioa of AFDoctor
Street and Prince Fatal Rm
Turfcl Street

Amir Street

Salbeyyxh District

Hijax Reiad

Rahwand Bain Mala Street

AbMustawsaf (Dispensary) Street

Dhaheu Street

AUthobar. First Street. Inter;

section with King Khalad Street

Al-Madares Street

King Fatal Street

Emaja (Ooveraorate) Street

AFBareed (Post) Street

Tri*.

5745842
5432396
5731042

.

8321455

8641327

8531705

6670784

3613756

5827963

IcZIl

IH

by THOMAS
across
1 Tiny brook

5 Exchange

9 Venezuelan

copper

center

10 Old master

13 Poet

14 Green

Apples”

15 Order of

animals

(suff.)

16 Make lace

17 Passing grade

18 Render

powerless

20 Sharpen

21 Wreath

22 Split

23 Strings

26 Ship

27 Region

28 Sought

the vote

29 Porter's

concern

30 Hire

34 One
— time

35 Horse

36 Cotton —
37 Sane

39 Peace

symbol

40 Zealous

41 Utah city

42 Tarry

43 Numerous

JOSEPH
DOWN
1 Fanatical

2 Teheran

citizen

3 Nocturnal

lemur

4 Youngster

5 Deli item

6 Legal

document

7 Lawyer (abbr.) 23 Reach

BHoaragB
rarard aifliffl

ossaa sing
sir^u fiDWu

HHOgSM
I53BSJ1

OEH
snra sfaa

saaaa® \21m3
asaojing asaa
waGsca

Yesterday's Answer^

31 Greek

8 Lend a hand

11 Garment
feature

12 Wobble

16 Very (Fr.)

19 Robert

and Alan

20 Wrest

sight

24 Spellbinder

25 Letter

sign-off

26 Director,

Fritz —
28 Real

estate

center

32 — to

33Foeman
35 Zola novel

38 Congregated

39-DeLdse

1 i T™ 4

i
in—
lb

19

21

23 u 25

27

129

B5+ 35

37 38

40

5 fc 7 HHi
ID II- n. .

14

L_
17

1
Zb

20

1
n

r
'.

~

23

30 31 32 33

1 3(>

1

39
-

41

43

DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here's how to work it: -

axydlbaaxr
ii LONGFELLOW

One letter simply stands for another. In this Sample A Ii

used for the three L's, X for the two O’s. etc. Single letters. -
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are aE ;

hints. Each day the code letters are different. .
.

±

"

CRYPTOQUOTES
M BHVFA HTMEVF LE BVHET YKAfF:--^

FV HTMEVF MY MWW. - A.
WTEELFA
Yesterday’s Cryptoqnote: EVERYBODY HAS THEIR TASTES
IN NOISES AS WELL AS IN OTHER MATTERS.—JANE
AUSTIN -V

• -

£SSr
,

/-B. Jay Becker^
That Old Black Magic

South dealer.

Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
*8 7 2

<?A6
0 A J 10

QJ1094
WEST EAST

4KQ6 4543
<S> KQ9 74 7 J 10 8 5 3 2

08542 O K Q 7

6 *3

SOUTH
4 A J 10 9

V —
0 9 6 3

4AK 8 7 5 2

The bidding:

South West North East
1* IQ 3 • 3 V
34 Pass 44 4C
5G Pass Pass Pass

Opening lead —king of hearts.

The declarer who aims for

perfection tries to close as
many loopholes as possible
before choosing his course of'

play. Sometimes he has to do.

something unusual to ac-
complish his purpose, but if

.that’s what the situation

demands, he does it.

Consider this deal where
South is in five clubs. It seems
normal to win the heart lead
with the ace, discarding a dia-
mond, cash the queen of

trumps, and stake the out-
come on two spade finesses.

As it happens, both finesses
lose and South goes down one

because he must lose a dia-

mond trick also.

Unlucky, you could say, but

if South is a cautious declarer,

be makes ‘ the.-contract. In-

stead of relying on the pro-.

.

bability that East was dealt

either the king or queen of

spades,which is mostly a mat'
ter of luck. South followsa dif-

ferent course of action that

eliminates the luck factor and
guarantees a favorable out-

come.
He plays low from dummy

on the king of hearts and
discards a diamond from his

hand I Now the contract can-

not be stopped, even though

West bolds two
f
apparently

certain spade tricks.

Let’s say West plays
;

another heart at trick two.

South discards another dia- .

mond on dummy’s ace :of

hearts, cashes the queen of;

trumps and ace of diamonds, ;

then ruffs the ten of diamonds
high. This is followed by a -

trump lead to dummy’s nine
'

and a ruff of the jack of;

diamonds. j
Dummy now has the 8-7-2 of

spades and J-10-4 of trumps;
South hs the A-J-IO-9 of spadesJ?
and A-8 of trumps. Declarer
leads his eight of trumps to.

.

dummy’s ten, then plays the;-’

spade deuce to his nine. West :

wins the spade with the queen, .

but must yield the contract — ;
whatever he returns. The ',

elimination play planned by ^
South at'trick one works out

perfectly at trick ten. . v

—-Believe Jt orNot/
GEORGE DANIELS

-TAKING AS LONG AS 3
YEARS TO BUILD ONE AND
CMfiR&NG A MINIMUM OF
&/6.O00 £»Cff

OF HONUS
MAGNER.
VALUED AT
WSOOO IS
OWNED BY
WRRYHALPER
OFLIVWGSTOKl

NJ.y WHO ALSO

HAS A COLLEC-

TION OF OVER
XOOOjOOO
BASEBAU. CAROS
submitted b»*
-TtomHiggiirs,.
Grahansvillff.N^

TALKING TOMBSTONE^
MANUFACTURE WAv
Sunnyvale:ca^rrm •.

PLAYS 90 MINUre& e^, -
|

PRERECORDED OMMRSATrtW
SfiOH TWOCC£fiS£&

.O'
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1981
""" ‘ “ GOOD TASTE S NO LONGER EXPENSIVE VNT

m~KhobarFamily Shopping
[~Where your family REALLY saves

Tali (03) 064-6364. Trim: 671214, Box 281 Dhdiran Airport. Saudi Arabia.

CONSTRUCT PROBLEMS SORTED OUT

SUB CONTRACTORS
For alt your construction projects, or excavations, asphaltic and
backfill works, we are prepared to bring to your service qualified

national and foreign companies to carry out your projects efficiently.

— . Please Call: Tel: 6325084 — 6826967.

AL BAYAN
ECONOMIC MAGAZIE

THE FIRST IN THE ARAB WORLD SPECIALIZED
IN BANKING, INSURANCE AND

TRANSPORT NEWS.
AVAILABLE IN ALL LIBRARIES.

REQUIRED BY TAE
1. ELECTRICAL DRAFTSMAN 2. CIVIL DRAFTSMAN

3. MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN.
MINIMUM 5 YEARS EXPERIENCE AND DIPLOMA/CERTIFICATE

IN DRAFTING.
PREFERENCE TO SAUDIS, OTHERS CAN APPLY.

1 CONTACT OR APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS:
ENGINEER YAKUB MEDALLAH, GENERAL MANAGER,
P.O. BOX: 1178, DAMMAM. TEL: 8326125 - 8332626.

TELEX: 601339 TAE S J.

FINAL EXIT
Ben Moharry for Trade Branch announces the
termination of services of Mr. Julio C. Cruz,
American nationality and bearer of Passport No.
1007711. The said ex-employee has been issued with
Exit Visa only. Anyone having any claims against him
is requested to contact this company on Phone Nos:
6442152/6601989/6601973 within 3 days of this

notice. The company will not be held responsible

for any claims after that date.

SALESMEN REQUIRED FOR
AL-KHOBAR AND JEDDAH.

I
.

Attractive salary plus housing

allowance, transportation allowance,

commission and/or bonus.

Candidates must have transferable

Iqama. Please contact:

Al-Khobar, Tel: 8640593.

<$>

J0
m-JII otnqcJA oldjfcaJI

The Saudi Investment Banking Corporation

WE ARE A MAJOR SAUDI ARABIAN CONSORTIUM BANK, HEAD-

QUARTERED IN RIYADH. WE ARE LOOKING FOR STAFF TO

STRENGTHEN OUR

AUDIT INSPECTION DEPARTMENT

THESE ARE NEW POSITIONS WITHIN THE GENERAL AUDIT

DEPARTMENT. CANDIDATES SHOULD PREFERABLY BE CHART-

ERED ACCOUNTANTS WITH BANKING EXPERIENCE, INCLUDING

FAMILIARITY WITH COMPUTERISED AUDITING PROCEDURES.

THEY MUST BE FLUENT IN ENGLISH AND PREFERENCE WILL BE

GIVEN TO THOSE CANDIDATES WITH AN ARABIC CAPABILITY.

WE ARE OFFERING ATTRACTIVE SALARIES PLUS EXTENSIVE

BENEFITS WHICH WILL INCLUDE A HOUSING ALLOWANCE,

FREE HEALTH CARE AND PAID LEAVE ARRANGEMENTS.

PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO SAUDI NATIONALS.

IF YOU BELIEVE THAT YOU CAN MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF

THIS POSITION, PLEASE WRITE, IN THE FIRST INSTANCE, WITH

YOUR RESUME TO:

MANAGER — HUMAN RESOURCES

SAUDI INVESTMENT BANKING CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 3533 - RIYADH - SAUDI ARABIA.

fliablKVCS Market Place

URGENTREQUIREMENT

WE REQUIRE IMMEDIATELY, ON TWO YEARS CONTRACT
QUALIFIED RADIOGRAPHERS (PREFERABLY FILIPINOS)

QUALIFIED TO ASNT TC/IA LEVEL TWO.
MUST HAVE VALID LOCAL RELEASE AND TRANSFERABLE

IQAMA AND VALID SAUDI DRIVING LICENCE.
APPLY TO: ALKHOBAR TEL: 864-3885 / 895-3668.

PREFAB HOUSES

A local company is looking for a second hand prefab housing
units (Transferable types) to ‘be in good condition.

Please Call

:

Jeddah : 6512239 Riyadh : 4790465 - 4767614.

VILLA
FOR RENT

SITUATED BEHIND CENTRAL HOSPITAL DAMMAM.
A BEAUTIFUL VILLA CONSISTING OF 8 BEDROOMS,
4 TOILETS, 2 LIVING ROOMS PLUS DINING ROOM.

THE VILLA IS OF 2 STOREYS AND IS SUITABLE FOR
MANAGERS AND EXECUTIVES. IT HAS 2-BUILT-IN KITCHEN

CABINETS IMPORTED FROM U.K. AND WITH TOP
QUALITY FITTINGS.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. PLEASE CONTACT:
YUSUF BUKHARI. TEL: 8327454 - 8348947 - DAMMAM.

VESSELS VOYAGE 1i
M.V. MADAME
BUTTERFLY

3 30-10-81 30-10-81

Consignees are kindly requested to

timely collect the delivery order

(against submission of Original Bill

of Lading or Bank Guarantee) upon
vessel's arrival.

For more information please contact us:

Tel: 6653555 - 6656049 - 6656249
Ext. 303. Telex: 400262 SFTCSJ.
P.O. Box: 1227. Cable: OLAYANCO-
JEDDAH. Location: Medina Road, -

KM—7, Olayan/GCC Building. A

THE SOURCE
FOR

CONCRETE
CONVEYORS:

Morgen Mobile Placers convey

concrete 36' high, 56' out on the go

For concrete, stone, dirt and building

materials

discharge section articulates for

greater reach. Conveyor is self

propelled

100 cubic yards per hour and rugged

dependability

replaces pumps, cranes and

manpower and one man operation

/?mnc General Trading &

constnietion equipment fCj I II IEL Equipment Est.

products ft systems

King Abdul Aziz Boulevard, AJkhobar • Mailing address: P.O. Box 194, Dhahran Airport,

' Saudi Arabia Phone: (03) 86-46816 A1Khobar, Telex 670119 ASIAGO SJ

Riyadh Sales Office: Mailing address: P.O. Box 41307, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Phone: (01) 491-8481

Are vou lookina for

VILLA (APPROX. 300M2) FOR RENT
AS COMPANY OFFICES

SITUATED IN AL KHOBAR
SOME OFFICE FURNISHING AVAILABLE

CONTACT: MR. F.K. FINDLAY, TEL: 8645313.

C.C.UMt >

nr Shiny 9Harlne S*.. Ml
NOTICE TO CONSIGNEES

MV. CHAR NING Vbyna^W

Arrival 39. fo. /98/ / <£./ /*&&
Departure a/. /?. 09/ / / moil..

CONSIGNEES OR THEIR AUTHORISED REPRESENTATIVES
ARE KINDLY REQUESTED TO TIMELY ARRANGE FOR THE
DOCUMENTS NESESSARY FOR CLEARING AND WITHDRAW
THEIR DELIVERY ORDERS (AGAINST SUBMISSION OF

ORIGINAL BILLS OF LADING,DULY ENDORSED,, OR BANK
GUARANTEES) UPON VESSELS ARRIVAL

For more information

please contact

ABDULLAH ESTABLISHMENT FOR TRADING & INDUSTRY
AlJohara bldg.

Baghdadiya. Jeddah p.o.box 7778
,

TO: 6424879/6426998/6426999/6442077/8442270/6442442
Av Tlx.401504 Fislna/400688Johara Cable: FAISALNA

c.c.uue
Shar Shiny THartne &*., Ml

NOTICE TO CONSIGNEES

MV. CHAR LOONG Vbyna AC
Arrival £7. /o. /9BI139. /fi.WO/M
Departure *7- /*• /987/

£9~ '2. WOf h.

CONSIGNEES OR THEIR AUTHORISED REPRESENTATIVES
ARE KINDLY REQUESTED TO TIMELY ARRANGE FOR THE
DOCUMENTS NESESSARY FOR CLEARING AND WITHDRAW
THEIR DELIVERY ORDERS (AGAINST SUBMISSION OF

ORIGINAL BILLS OF LADING.,DULY ENDORSED, OR BANK
GUARANTEES) UPON VESSELS ARRIVAL

For more information

please contact

ABDULLAH ESTABLISHMENT FOR TRADING & INDUSTRY
AlJohara bldg.

Baghdadiya.Jeddah p.o.box 7778
TM: 6424879/6426998/6426999/6442077/6442270/6442442

Tlx.401504 Fslna/400688Johara Gable: HUSALNA

“In particular I should liketo

record ourcomplete satisfaction

with your maintenance support”
Tbto Ism ratfbeadc <

o-Burroughs commitment is

second to none in customer
service and support.

Ardico-Burroughs
P.O. Box 6087 RIYADH, KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA

TEL: (01) 4762824 (01) <779258

TELEX: 200043 AMDCO SJ.
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‘Zero option’ seen

U.S. to negotiate on N-missiles

International

As troops stand by

les Solidarity halts Poland
WASHINGTON. Oci. 28 (AP) — The

Reagan administration has said it will keep
the door open to negotiating away all

medium-range nuclear missiles in Europe
when U.S.-Soviet missiles talks begin Nov.
30 in Geneva.
But Dean Fischer, the State Department

spokesman, said Tuesday the withdrawal of
existing Soviet SS-20 missiles from Europe
would not be sufficient to prevent NATO
from carrying out its plan to deploy U.S. mis-
siles beginning in late 1983.

“Given the mobility and long range of
Soviet missile systems, such as multiple-
warhead SS-20s. the mere withdrawal of

these systems from Europe will not signific-

antly decrease the threat that they pose to the
West." he said.

“They ought to be removed and or disman-
tled and destroyed," Fischer said, adding that

was bis interpretation. Fischer gave qualified

approval ro a statement by Romanian Presi-

dent Nocolai Ceausescu in an interview

Monday that both the Soviet Union and the

United States should remove "nuclear

weapons from Europe.
Fischer said he “welcomes this apparent

acknowledgement of the grave threat posed

to Europe by Soviet missiles...” The U.S. pos-

ition has been that NATO needs to deploy

U.S. missiles to meet the threat posed by
Soviet missiles, many of which are already in

place in Eastern Europe.
The United States and the Soviet Union

agreed earlier this month to begin negotia-

tions aimed at restraining deployment of

medium-range nudear missiles, also known
as theater nuclear forces (TNF). in Europe.

Removal of missiles of both sides is known
as the “zero option." Secretary of State

Alexander Haig has said previously that he

wouldn't rule out such a possibility under
“ideal conditions.” and Fischer restated that

position more clearly Tuesday.
“We do not rule out the possibility that

under ideal conditions U.S.-Soviet TNF
negotiations could lead to a zero outcome

under which there would be no TNF missiles

deployed by either the United States or the

USSR ” Fischer said. “This is fully consis-

tent with our objective of seeking equal and
verifiable limitations at the lowest level.”

He said such a position would involve “the
closest consultations with our allies." But a
State Department official, who did not want
to be identified, said later“we are not pinning
great hopes on that (the zero option) being
successfully negotiated

.”

Fischer also said he thinks it would be
“very incorrect” to characterize the anti-

nuclear demonstrations in Europe in recent

weeks as being anti-American. “The main
themes,” he said, are peace and arms control.

Asked if the demonstrations could pres-

sure European governments into changing
their decisions to locate U.S. missiles on their

soil. Fischer said, “we feel that the govern-

ments in Western Europe are fully commit-
ted to the implementation ofthe 1979NATO
TNF decision.”

Super Soviet space weapon denied
WASHINGTON, Oct. 2S (AP) — The

Pentagon has denied a published report that

Russia is operating an improved space
weapon capable ofdestroyingmultiple U.S.
satellites.

“Based on the information we have on
Soviet space and anti-satellite programs, we
can not conclude that they have the systems
ti .'scribed in the Aviation Week article." the

.Pentagon said Tuesday in response to ques-
tions about a story* in the magazine’sOct. 26
edition.

The story, which cited no sources, said

“the Soviet Union is operating in low earth

orbit an anti-satellite battle station equip-

ped with clusters ofinfrared-homing guided
interceptors that could destroy multiple

U.S. spacecraft.” The article said these

Russian sub
stranded

off Sweden
-STOCKHOLM. Oct. 28 (R) — A Soviet

submarine has been found stranded and leak-

ing oil near the Swedish naval base at

Karlskrona. a Swedish defense staff spokes-
woman said Wednesday. She identified the

craft as a conventional submarine of the
*• whisky" class which does not carry

nuclear weapons.
The vessel was found in a channel of the

Karlskrona archipelago offthe south Swedish
coast, the spokeswoman said. The sub-

marine. which was damaged and leaking oil,

was above water. It was not immediately
clear if there were any casualties among the
crew, the spokeswoman said. The Foreign

Ministry called in the Soviet ambassador who
was told the Swedish Navy would give any
help necessary, a ministry spokesman said.

The defense spokeswoman has unable to

say exactly how far the stranded vessel was
inside Swedish waters. A coast guard
spokesman said the submarine was spotted

by a Swedish fishing boat early Wednesday
morning.

Saleh ends

Moscow talks
MOSCOW. Oct. 28 {AP)— North Yemen

President Ali Abdullah Saleh left Moscow for

Algiers Wednesday following a three-day
visit and talks Tuesday with Soviet President
Leonid I. Brezhnev, the Soviet news agency
Tass reported.

Saleh was accompanied to the airport by
President Brezhnev. Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko. Defense Minister Dmitry
Ustinov and other Soviet officials.

At a Kremlin dinner Tuesday night, Saleh
praised the “principled, sincere and deter-
mined position of the Soviet Union in support
ofthe just struggle being waged by Arab peo-
ples against Israeli aggression.” according to
Soviet press reports. He also said North
Yemen’s policy is neutrality and non-
alignment.
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interceptors “provide a new USSR- capa-
bility for sneak attacks on U.S. satellites.”

In a recent detailed report on Soviet
military strength and developments, the

Pentagon referred to a previously
announced Soviet achievement of a “non-
nuclear low altitude orbital interceptor”

which it said “poses a known, if presently

limited, threat to some U.S. satellites
.”

This was a reference to a Soviet anti-

satellite system first publicly acknowledged
by former Defense Secretary Harold Brown
in October, 1977. U.S. military scientists

have privately described this Sovietweapon
as “not very impressive.”

The Pentagon report on Soviet military

strength, issued in September, said “it is

anticipated the Soviets will continue work
in this area with a goal of negating any satel-

lites in high orbit, as well as developing

more effective kill mechanisms, perhaps

using a laser orsome other type ofdirected
energy weapons.”
Some of America's most important spy

satellites operate in relatively low orbits.

But satellites watching for Soviet missile

launchings are in position more than 22,000
miles in space and are currently considered

invulnerable to any Soviet counteraction.

The United States also is working on an
anti-satellite weapon, but Gen. David
Jones, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff,

told Congress in February that this country

“is currently behind the Soviet Union” in

this competition.

Man executed in Londonderry

London tightens security
LONDON, Oct. 28 (Agencies)— London

police have mounted a big security operation

to protect shoppersand workers from a fresh

bombing campaign by Irish guerrillasfighting

to end British rule in Northern Ireland.

Police said extra officers had been drafted

into the capital after three bomb attacks in

three weeks and a warning by the Irish

Republican Army (IRA) that it intends to

wage economic war against Britain by dis-

rupting pre-seasonal trade. Their efforts

Tuesday were hampered by a spate of hoax
bomb calls which temporarily closed two
railway and some underground stations.

Police took no chances as the false calls

came in, cordoning off roads and evacuating

shops and offices. A police > explosives expert

was killed Monday when he attempted to

defuse a five-pound (2.2 kilo) device in an

Oxford Street shop. A second bomb was
defused in a neighboring department store.

The IRA, which warned about the bombs
in a telephone call to Reuters, said a third

device had been planted in another depart-

ment store but no trace has been found
despite an intensive search Tuesday.
Oxford Street. London's top shopping

thoroughfare, was closed for 23 hours and its

shopkeepers estimated the shutdown had
cost them about five million sterling (S9 mil-

lion) in lost trade.

As the hunt continued for the bombers
police chief David Powis warned Londoners
the IRA could strike again and said women
and children were among those endangered.
He was supported by Home Secretary

(interior minister) William Whitelaw who
urged people to be vigilant.

The body of a man who had been shot twice

in the head was found on a garbage dump on

From page one
a freer hand in using the U.S. aid it receives.

Even without the (AWACS) package,
Saudi Arabia would remain by far the largest

U.S. arms customer.
Previous sales to the Kingdom have totaled

S34 billion since 1973, or 36 percent of all

U.S. military sales abroad.
The current package is the most controver-

sial such deal. Opposition from Israel and its

supporters- focussed on the sophisticated

AWACS, with which a nation can spot

attacking planes 250 or 300 miles away and

coordinate its own air forces.

The Eve planes, costing a total of S5.8 bil-

lion with related gear, will be delivered late

1985.

AWACS is a standard Boeing 707 airliner,

converted by the addition of advanced elec-

tronic inside the plane and a mushroom-
shaped radar dish sitting on its back.

Twenty four such planes are now in service.

14 of them stationed in the United States,

four in Saudi Arabia, two in Egypt, two in

Iceland and two in Okinawa. The six planes in

the Middle East are on temporary duty in the

Middle East.

In addition. 18 AWACS have been prom-

ised to members of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO), and the first is

already in Europe undergoing final installa-

tion of electronic gear.

the outskirts of Londonderry Wednesday,
police reported.

Police sources said the slaying had “all the

hallmark^ ’ of an execution by the outlawed
Irish Republican Army’s “Provision” wing.

Police said none of Northern Ireland's

extremist organizations have claimed respon-
sibility for the killing. The IRA has acknow-
ledged executing four men this year it

claimed betrayed it to security forces.

Police did not immediately identify the vic-

tim, but official sources said he was believed

to have come from Strabane, a predomin-
antly Roman Catholic town on the border
with the Irish Republic.

Hie slaying raised the known death toil

from more than 12 years of sectarian and
political bloodletting to at least 2.154. So far

this year 84 persons have been killed.

Police earlier reported an abortive assassi-

nation bid against a senior British Army
officer in Belfast. The officer was not iden-

tified for security reasons, but police said a

booby-trap bomb was found in his car parked
outside his home in Belfast s fashionable

Malone Road district.

The bomb was defused by military explo-

sives experts after an all-night operation. No
group has claimed responsibility for the

attempted bombing. But both the Provisional

IRA and its Marxist offshoot, the Irish

National Liberation Army(INLA), have kil-

led security force members with booby-trap

bombs in cars.

In political developments, official British

sources said that Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher and the Republic’s premier. Garret
Fitzgerald were expected to reaffirm the need
for good London-Dublin relations to achieve

a settlement in Northern Ireland.

The two prime ministers were scheduled to

hold a summit meeting in London next

month. The exact date was not disclosed for

security reasons.
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WARSAW, Oct. 28 (R)— Factory sirens

blared from the Baltic ports to the Silesian

coal mines when millions of workers went on
a token one-hour strike Wednesday in

deifiance of Poland's Communist rulers. The
strike, which began at noon, was the second

biggest nationwide protest by the Solidarity

free trade union since its creation 14 months
ago.

Solidarity ordered its 9.5 million members
to strike as a show of strength only 10 days
after army chief Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski

became Communist Party leader with a man-
date for tough action. A statement issued by
the government Monday said the strike was
unjustified and that it endangered the “polit-

ical, economic and defensive foundations of
Poland's existence.”

Troops, deployed throughout the country
to help with the supply situation, took up
positions at radio and television stations dur-

ing the strike while Polish air space was
closed.

But there were no reports of incidents and
work returned to normal shortly before the

Communist Party central committee met in

Washington to discuss the situation.

Strike objectives were to protest a police

crackdown, worsening daily shortages and
the Communist Party’s refusal to surrender

some control of the economy to a non-party

social council.

The Communist authorities launched a

propaganda blitz before the strike to per-

suade workers to boycott it. and official

commentators predicted that not everyone
would take part. But as reports came in from
the provinces, it appeared that participation

was high.

The official news agency PAP said most
major industrial plants were immobilized and
that buses, trams and local trains came to a

halt in big cities. In the textile city of Lodz,

one bus driver broke the strike but no pas-

sengers rode on his vehicle, according to a

radio reporter.

Strikes were prolonged in several areas,

lasting four hours in the region ofKonin and
an additional hour in a glass factory in Piotr-

kow Trybunalski where management refused

to let the union use the internal public

address system. Solidarity said.

Coal miners also began an indefinite stop-

age at a major colliery in Sosnowiec, central

Silesia, in protest against an incident in which
gas capsules were thrown Tuesday into a
crowd of some 70 persons. 55 of whom
remained in hospital.

Solidarity leader Lech Walesa, who was
strongly criticized in the Communist press

Wednesday for predicting that Solidarity was
heading for a final showdown with the

authorities, toured a Warsaw electric bulb
factory during the strike and said he hoped it

would be the last of its kind. “We must find

other methods of protest which are more
effective,” he said.

Walesa said the union should henceforth
stage so-called active strikes in which work-

erewould distribute or sell their produce by

themselves. He said he was confident Solidar-

ity would eventually reach a long-term

agreement with Poland
1

s Communist leaders.

The outspoken news bulletin of Warsaw’s

Solidarity branch. Niezaleznosc, said it hoped

the strike would serve as a warning to the

authorities. It said more than 220 union activ-

ists had been indicted for alleged anti-Soviet

or anti-state offenses.

Solidarity said a group of British techni-

cians installing computer equipment in a

machine tool plant in the southern riprof

Krosnd joined in the one-hour strike. Mining

officials in Silesia said coal miners struck in

the early morning at the change of shifts to

avoid breaking the work day below ground.

PAP said troops, operating mainly in rural

areas, were welcomed by local inhabitants.

The agency said the soldiers, including those

whose military service has been extended by

two months, had assumed “patronage” over

more than 2,000 towns and villages in the

biggest peacetime army operation in Poland

in living memory.
The Polish army daily Zolnien Wohtoscl

drew direct parallels between events in

Poland Wednesday and those which led to

Soviet military intervention in Hungary in

1 956 and Czechoslovakia in 1 968. The hard-

line newspaper said Wednesday's national

strike and the other stoppages affecting about

36 of Poland's 49 regions were political pro-

vocation and blackmail.

Jaruzelski
defends ties
MOSCOW. Oct. 28 (R) — Polish Com-

munist leader Wojciech Jaruzelski has

assured Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev
that his party considers the defense of ties

with Moscow as its highest duty.

In a telegram addressed to Brezhnev, Gen.
Jaruzelski, who is also Poland's prime minis-

ter and defense minister, thanked the Soviet

Union for its “help and understanding^ dur-

ing Poland's political and economic difficul-

ties.

The telegram, Gen. Jaruzelskfs first pub-
lished message to Moscow since he was
elected party leader on Oct. 18, was carried

on the front page of the Soviet party news-
paperPravriaWednesday. “Consolidation of

the party on the principles of Marxism-
Leninism..'. is a condition ofcounteringcoun-
terrevolutionary forces," Gen. Jaruzelski

said.

“We consider the effective defense of
socialism, the further deepening offriendship
between our nations and the fraternal

alliance of our parties and states our highest

duty.” The telegram, a reply to Brezhnevs
congratulatory message on Gen. Jaruzelskf s

election, came as 10 million members of the

Polish free trade union Solidarity prepared
for a one-hour general strike Wednesday.

Good Morning

By Jihad A1 Khazen

Complaining for the umpteenth time trf

his wife's cooking the irate husband might

venture to compare the burnt offering he.

usually gets with his mum’s cooking. Th«
usual answer in these circumstance is,OK,.

go and live with your mother, then, and

spare me all the whining.

The sad thing here is that you can see

that each side has its point. The man
remembers better eating days because;

they were better, and the woman resents,

the man's complaints because the fault is

not really hers but
.
the result

,
of

.
the

changes in the wav we live.

Women..schooled in the old ways

thought nothing of spending the whole

pounding and kneading in the kitchen to

prepare one meal — nothing was too

much trouble so long as the result wasjust

right. (Or, to be fair, we don't know what
they actually thought on the matter, we
only know that they did it.) Like it or not
cooking was an art which had to be learnt

and elaborated through experience. - •

Nowadays, the story has moved on.

Women no longer think they were placed

on earth simply to tiltillate the palates of

their lords and masters (indeed they might

turn and say coIdty,*‘what lords and mas-

ters ?', and that’s only if you're lucky. Fdr
there are others who might just stare you.

in the eye and say ’ would you like to

repeat that outside T).

The new generation of women there-

fore cook, when they have to', merely as a -,

duly. Which means that rather than grow

slowly into the art as their mothers did,

they simply take the nearest recipe book
to hand and measure and weigh and mix
the right amounts and then put it on the

fire and hope for the best.

All this theorizing came to me as I sat

listening to a conversation between a

young woman and her mother— a Con-

versation in which the difference in

approach was all to evident .

The daughter wanted to make a certain

kind ofcake. “Howmuch flourdo Iusc?"

i
she asked. The answer was, of course,

“Just enough and no more, dear.”* “I

;

meant how many cupsofflourV “Cups?
Why use cups. Just a few handfuls like I

always do.” “OK, OK how many eggs 7”
j

**Enough for the flour.” “Buthowmuch is

enoughV “How could I know. I haven't

:

seen how much flour you’re using."

The daughter then gets sarcastic.“And
I suppose Fa to mix it all up with theright
amountofsugarand put iton just the right

heat for a reasonable period of time.

Thankyouvery much for tellinghow todo
the blessed cake

” “Not at all," says the

old lady, quite unabashed. “I'm sure ifl

turn out very nice.

Translated from Asharq At -Aw^pt
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